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AGENCY NAME: South Carolina Department of Revenue 
AGENCY CODE: R440 SECTION: 109 

AGENCY’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

SCDOR’S ROLE 

Funding a Better State 

The SCDOR strives to facilitate optimal tax and regulatory 
compliance funding approximately 95% of the State’s General 
Fund, which provides education, health and social wellness, 
safety and other critical services to South Carolina citizens.  In 
addition, the SCDOR collects various non-general fund taxes 
and fees.  SCDOR total collections for FY23 exceeded $18.3 
billion. 

SCDOR General Fund Collections by Source 

General Fund revenue collected by the 
SCDOR is facilitated through the 
administration of over 72 different taxes 
and fees, the largest being income tax. 

SCDOR Non-General Fund Collections 

The SCDOR collects various taxes and fees that are directly 
allocated to local governments and other state agencies.     
Most notable are local option sales taxes.   

$12.4 B 
FY23 General Fund 

Revenue 
Collected by SCDOR 

10% 
Corporate 

Tax 

5% 
Other 
Taxes 

38% 
Sales and 
Use Tax 

47% 
Income  

Tax 

$5.9 B 
FY23 SCDOR 
Collections 

Allocated to Local & 
State Entities 

$18.3 B 
FY23 Total Revenue 
Collected by SCDOR 
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AGENCY NAME: South Carolina Department of Revenue 
AGENCY CODE: R440 SECTION: 109 

SCDOR General Fund Collections 

SCDOR General Fund Collections for 
FY23 reached approximately $12.4 
billion, exceeding the Board of 
Economic Advisors (BEA) collections 
estimate.  The decline in General 
Fund collections compared to FY22 
was expected.  The Comprehensive 
Tax Cut Act of 2022 lowered the top 
income tax rate for Tax Year 2022 
from 7% to 6.5% and the 2023 
withholding tax tables were 
updated in response to this tax cut. 

Tax Rebate 

SCDOR processed individual income tax rebates to eligible taxpayers as legislatively mandated by the 
Tax Cut Act of 2022.  We issued more than 1.4 million rebates totaling just over $971.2 million in two 
phases, November 2022 and March 2023. 

GOAL 1: INCREASING TAX & REGULATORY COMPLIANCE 

Educate taxpayers through clear and consistent tax & regulatory guidance 

The SCDOR is dedicated to providing a single voice 
regarding the application of tax laws administered by the 
agency.  Simplifying complex tax laws improves voluntary 
compliance and increases the amount of state revenue 
collections.  Through clear and consistent tax and regulatory 
guidance, the SCDOR issued approximately 31 public 
advisory opinions and 15 informal/private advisory opinions 
addressing over 282 issues in a manner warranting the 
highest degree of public confidence in our integrity, 
effectiveness and fairness.  In addition, the SCDOR provided 
guidance on proposed and new changes in SC legislation 
and SC regulations, informal technical advice on changes in 
law, administrative changes and/or taxpayer practices, and through presentations and publications. 

Additional accomplishments include: 
• Promoted our free taxpayer education webinars to support our efforts to increase voluntary

taxpayer compliance.  The SCDOR hosted 20 workshops and seminars.  Of the more than 1,050
attendees, 96% reported feeling confident in applying information they learned during training.

96% 
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Compliance 
Revenue Collected 
Voluntarily from 
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AGENCY NAME: South Carolina Department of Revenue 
AGENCY CODE: R440 SECTION: 109 

• Developed a new “Teacher’s Guide to SC Individual Income Tax” to be used as part of the new
high school graduation requirement for Personal Finance class.

• Created a new tax tips feature on our website to direct taxpayers to information on
MyDORWAY.  Since January 2023, distributed 17 tax tips, collected 30,000 views on the
website, and garnered 54 mentions by news outlets with an estimated audience of 18,771,300.

• Developed a new Alcohol Beverage Licensing outreach and education strategy that included
revamping the ABL website, creating online tutorials, and conducting training sessions on
regulatory compliance and enforcement.

• Published new content and improved existing content on our website.  We sent mass emails,
distributed news releases and utilized social media to publish and promote educational
information and guidance to taxpayers.

Provide a simple compliance process for all taxpayers 

Our ongoing outcome for this strategy is to increase the 
percent of returns, licenses and applications filed and paid 
electronically. This outcome is accomplished by motivating, 
promoting and educating our taxpayers about simple, taxpayer 
centered compliance methods for online filing and paying. 

Process improvements through enhancements to our tax 
processing system, DORWAY, and our taxpayer portal, 
MyDORWAY, demonstrate this year’s success.  Some 
improvements include; created a consistent and streamlined 
process for the existing filing and payment methods for sales 
tax, updated the online Business Tax Application, completed 
the automation of all Alcohol Beverage Licensing (ABL) applications, and implemented full service 
electronic wage levy process between SCDOR and a payroll service provider. 

Initiatives to reduce the number of non-compliant taxpayers 

The SCDOR is committed to the fair administration of tax laws. By taking actions to reduce non-
compliant taxpayers, the agency seeks to prevent unfairly increasing the tax burden on those who do 
comply.  The following initiatives best demonstrate this year’s success. 

Focus on the Top Delinquent Taxpayers 

The SCDOR continued to publicize the top delinquent taxpayers.  With the goal of supporting 
transparency, fairness, and compliance, we publish on our agency website the names and debt 
amounts of the Top 250 Delinquent Business Taxpayers and the Top 250 Delinquent Individual 
Taxpayers quarterly.  Collections attributable to this initiative totaled $25.7 million for FY23. 

The High Balance Collection Team’s assignment of cases is tied directly to the Top Delinquent Taxpayer 
lists.  In FY23, the team worked 578 new high balance cases totaling approximately $138 million. The 

93% 
Electronic Filings 

 

94% 
Electronic Payments 
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team worked diligently to discover leads and to enforce collections. The group has worked with 
Collections Staff and General Counsel in an effort to leverage successful negotiations with delinquent 
taxpayers, achieving actionable results on approximately $85 million through payments, return 
adjustments and uncollectible debts.   

Collection Services 

The SCDOR is utilizing a centralized cloud-based analytics system to score and prioritize delinquent 
accounts.  Our system now includes built-in collection analytics that target state-specific collection 
programs, utilizing decision plans to filter, score, and best prioritize collection services 
recommendations. The decision plans allow collectors and collection managers to see the best 
recommendation, along with relevant supporting information.  Areas where our agency has seen the 
most impact is within: 

• Inventory management – Self-Cure, Offset Likely, and Likely Deceased recommendations
• Collection Enforcement – Wage and Bank Levy recommendations
• Customer Outreach – Best Communication and Payment Plan recommendations

Audit Program 

The SCDOR began a multi-year project to design and implement an automated case management 
platform to improve the planning, scheduling and performing of audit steps.  Phase I of the Audit 
Program was completed in February 2023.  The scope of the initial rollout included individual income 
tax (SC1040, Federal 1040, Schedules A, B, C and E) and sales tax (restaurants and accommodations 
were the first industries implemented).  Phase II began in February of 2023, expanding the Audit 
Program to include foreign and miscellaneous taxes.  Additional industries and schedules for sales and 
income taxes are scheduled for implementation in FY24.  We estimate an increase in field audits upon 
complete implementation in FY25. 

GOAL 2: ENSURING A SECURE ENVIRONMENT 

Workforce Information Security Training 

Each year, the SCDOR requires 100% of their workforce to complete a recertification in Information 
Security and Privacy Standards.  Our workforce serves as the frontline defense to protecting 
confidential taxpayer information.  Therefore, the SCDOR tailors security training for roles targeted by 
attackers including agency executives, new employees, and employees with higher than normal rights 
in a given system.  Our workforce has been successfully trained to search and identify suspicious 
indicators within each incoming email and can easily report the email prior to a potential security 
event.  In addition, the SCDOR posted 26 internal security articles and hosted several live events 
throughout the year to heighten employee awareness around current events and security threats.   
We also conducted a special awareness campaign during the spring around the upcoming IRS audit to 
reinforce best practices employees learn during our annual training.  This contributed to our 
outstanding score and comments from IRS auditors about how knowledgeable our workforce is on 
these topics.  
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Secure Technology Advancements 

Information security continued to be a 
top priority.  The SCDOR Security and 
Technology Services (STS) division 
implemented strategic security 
technology objectives and projects to 
enhance and maintain a secure 
environment.  The implemented 
roadmap, which was in concert with the 
Department of Administration, included 
the following completed security-based 
technology projects. 

Security Compliance Assessment 

By maintaining a strong governance of security processes, the SCDOR is able to detect and prevent 
privacy, cyber, and physical security events and ultimately keep confidential taxpayer data secure.  
SCDOR’s security processes are required to comply with external authorities, including the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS), Payment Card Industry (PCI), Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS), the 
State of South Carolina, and the National Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA). These 
assessments evaluate the methods and safeguards used to protect data against loss, breach or misuse, 
and the prevention of unauthorized disclosure or access.  SCDOR policies, procedures, network and any 
system used to process, store, access, or transmit data were in scope of these various assessments.  

As of June 30, 2023, results of security assessments reported no critical or significant findings by 
external authorities.  The most notable assessment accomplishments included:   

• The 2023 IRS Security Safeguard Assessment yielded the best results ever for the agency.  The
IRS lead auditor lauded the SCDOR as one of the “best in the nation”.

• The SCDOR has ensured compliance with the latest version of the security standard resulting
from the PCI assessment.

• Overall, the SCDOR achieved 100% annual compliance on over 529 information security and
privacy requirements.

Cloud Services 

The SCDOR partnered with the Department of Administration to draft a Statement of Work for cloud 
services that will allow SCDOR to utilize the state implemented Smartronix contract for access to the 
cloud platform.  Services provided through this contract and other state approved contracts for cloud 
services allow process improvements that support information technology initiatives: 

• To modernize critical agency communication services by implementing cloud-based email
services that support SPAM control and bulk mail management.

1 Enhanced and streamlined security technologies 
and controls to support a secure environment

2 Implemented core cloud computing with a focus 
on security, operations and collaborative tools

3 Developed an agency-wide digital file retention 
policy

4 Implemented safeguards to increase protections 
against ransomware

5 Enhanced automation of information security 
processes

 Secure Technology Projects 
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• To ensure our end user devices are continually monitored to detect and respond to cyber threats
by implementing a cloud-based Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) solution.

Physical Security and Safety 

The physical security and safety of our facility, workforce and stakeholders continues to be a high 
priority for the SCDOR.  In FY23, we continued to enhance and improve the physical security and safety 
of stakeholders through the following accomplishments: 

• Hired additional protective services staff for district locations
• Installed new doors and new card readers at district locations
• Implemented a mail security and screening program at the Columbia location
• Developed a learning video on workplace and domestic violence
• Developed a safety training plan for employees and conducted safety training classes

GOAL 3: PROVIDING A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC EXPERIENCE 

The SCDOR is committed to our vision to be an innovative and trustworthy partner for all stakeholders 
and is working to ensure we deliver the highest level of service to the state and its citizens.  While 
taxes are often complex, the SCDOR emphasizes that achieving compliance should not be. The agency 
utilized various methods to measure customer satisfaction.  Through this analysis, we revamped and 
streamlined processes to provide taxpayers a more intuitive user experience, thereby creating greater 
customer satisfaction. 

Conducted an Independent Assessment of SC Taxpayers 

The SCDOR partnered with Winthrop University’s Center 
for Public Opinion and Policy Research to conduct an 
independent assessment of the overall quality of service 
provided by SCDOR.  Of the participants who had contact 
with SCDOR, approximately 91% were satisfied with the 
overall quality of service provided by SCDOR. 

Conducted Touch Point Survey of Walk-in Customers 

The SCDOR conducted touch point surveys in all taxpayer 
service centers across the state.  Walk-in customers reported a 
100% satisfaction rate based on their interactions with the 
taxpayer assistance teams.  More than 7,475 customers 
responded rating their experience in the areas of: Visit Made 
Easier, Professional, Helpful, Welcoming and Pleasant. 

99.94% 
Customer Satisfaction 
Reported by customers 

following in-person visits to 
SCDOR 

91% 
Taxpayers Satisfied 
with Overall Quality 

of Service  
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Promotion Strategy for MyDORWAY 

The SCDOR created a cross-divisional team to design a promotion strategy to increase MyDORWAY 
users through expanding the benefits of MyDORWAY by tax type as a one-stop for registrations, tax 
filings, payments and communications.  The team researched and implemented strategies to support 
this initiative.  The team created a “what’s new” and marketing campaign page for selected paper 
returns with higher volumes. 

DORWAY/MyDORWAY Enhancements 

In the past year, our tax processing system, DORWAY, and our taxpayer portal, MyDORWAY, 
underwent additional enhancements to maintain South Carolina’s leading-edge capabilities in tax 
administration.  Of the requested system upgrades, enhancements and process improvements 
submitted, 634 were implemented during FY23.  Some of these enhancements now provide taxpayers 
with additional features on MyDORWAY for filing and paying, applying for exemptions, and performing 
other tax related actions.  

Additional enhancements to DORWAY/MyDORWAY include the following: 

• Dorwin (our digital assistant “chatbot”) – reviewed and refined Dorwin’s
knowledge base in response to taxpayer questions.  Dorwin provides South
Carolina taxpayers with 24/7 MyDORWAY navigation assistance and direct
links to SCDOR website content relevant to their queries.  During FY23,
Dorwin received 133,193 messages from taxpayers with an 89.9%
successful response rate, answered 78,000 tax rebate questions, and
collected 286,120 button clicks from taxpayers.

• Electronic Bankruptcy – implemented the electronic bankruptcy notification process, which
allows new bankruptcy filings and notices to be delivered and uploaded directly into DORWAY,
via electronic submission, rather than manually.

• Electronic Levy process – implemented a full service electronic wage levy process between
SCDOR and a payroll service provider (PSP) resulting in 14,554 levies issued and 55,595
payments received totaling $13.8 million

• Business Tax Application – updated and increased the automation of the online Business Tax
Application process.  Implementing these improvements and new features have resulted in
approximately 90% of system-processed applications, saving time for both taxpayers and
employees.

• Go Green – reduced the amount of paper correspondence sent to taxpayers by 14%, more than
404,000 notices, and realized savings in postage costs of approximately $230,000 to $255,000
in support of our Go Green initiative.

• QR Codes – added QR Codes to all outgoing notices to simplify the online payment process for
taxpayers.

• Sales Tax Direct Deposit Feature – implemented the option for taxpayers to have refunds direct
deposited into their bank accounts.
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GOAL 4: ENGAGING & EMPOWERING EMPLOYEES 

Strategic Workforce Planning 

To accomplish the agency’s strategic goal to engage and empower employees, the SCDOR continuously 
updates and enhances our agency’s Strategic Workforce Plan to improve employee engagement and 
meet our current and future human capital challenges. The Plan consists of a thorough analysis of the 
supply and demand for talent, the development of a roadmap for strategic programs needed to help 
meet current and future goals, and enhancements to current Human Resources programs.   

EPMS / Core Competences 

The Director and Executive Team worked together and leveraged employee feedback to improve and 
enhance the employee performance review process.  Core competencies, which have been 
incorporated into the agency’s culture are being utilized to increase consistency across the agency, 
foster a culture of trust, accountability, and commitment, and create a learning environment for 
continuous self-development and professional growth.  During FY23, updates to the competencies 
were made to balance achieving the agency's initial goals with ensuring a positive experience for 
employees and people managers.  The newly enhanced EPMS / Core Competences review process 
incorporates job duties, objectives, and core competencies into one streamlined employee review 
process. This better enables impactful review sessions by providing a descriptive rating scale, reducing 
the number of core competencies, and creating an easy, online workflow.  With development 
complete, rollout began in August 2023, in line with our agency’s universal review period. 

Workforce Training 

Educational efforts provided to develop and better equip our workforce to succeed in their careers 
include: 
 Successfully delivered  132 workforce training sessions within the eight program areas of the

agency.  Attendee participation totaled 1,183 with an internal satisfaction rating at 98% for
internal classes.

 Embarked on a relationship intelligence journey to enhance the communication skills
throughout the Agency.  During this time, approximately 500 employees received a two day
training to aid them in having more collaborative and effective interactions.

Salary Study 

The SCDOR partnered with the Division of State Human Resources to complete a salary study of the 
agency’s most difficult-to-fill FTE positions to assess whether current salaries are competitive with the 
market.  The salary study for FTE positions is underway and plans to implement will occur in multiple 
phases beginning in FY24.  Additionally, the agency completed an in-house study of Temporary 
employee hourly rates which resulted in an increased minimum hourly rate for all Temporary 
employees. 

8
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Workforce Recruitment 

The SCDOR partnered with the Division of State Human Resources to whiteboard the SCDOR’s existing 
Recruitment vacancy-to-fill process.  As a result, a cross-agency team of SCDOR personnel formed a 
process improvement team and continues to work together to identify process changes that will result 
in; increased efficiencies, shorter time to fill vacant positions, broader Recruitment reach, larger 
qualified applicant pools, and an improved candidate experience along with better equipped hiring 
managers and HR Liaisons. 

An additional recruitment effort and one of our strategic initiatives this year was to design an agency-
wide intership/co-op program for college students over an academic year to create an ongoing 
applicant pool for permanent placement.  The team developed a pilot program, met with academic 
institutions, recruited students and began implementation of the program in June.  This program will 
be enhanced and success will be evaluated at the end of FY24. 

Employee Engagement Survey 

To further accomplish the agency’s strategic goal to engage and 
empower employees, the SCDOR contracts with a top-tier vendor 
to conduct an anonymous, independent, workforce engagement 
survey. SCDOR employees trust in the anonymity of the survey 
and share their feedback, comments and suggestions in the 
survey’s ability to keep written comments confidential. A high 
participation rate provides reliable data to support and enhance 
agency decisions for workforce strategies.  The participation rate 
of our initial survey in 2019 was 82% and remains high with an 
84% (602 responses out of 720) rate in the 2023 survey. 

Survey Results: 
• SCDOR's overall engagement score ranked in the 92nd

percentile, meaning that SCDOR scored higher than 92% of
other public sector organizations.
• SCDOR’s overall engagement score is 71, which placed
SCDOR in the top 10% of organizations scoring higher than
70.
• SCDOR’s overall engagement increased in 2023 from 2022,
as did all four of the engagement factors that measure
organizational and managerial perspectives.

In summary, SCDOR employees are highly engaged and motivated to do their best. Baseline measures 
for Culture of Engagement, Strategic Alignment, Motivating and Relating to Employees and for 
Managing and Execution are used to identify areas of opportunities for focused efforts to improve 
employee engagement. Each year, SCDOR establishes baseline management thresholds for Division 

84% 
Workforce Participation 

In Engagement Survey 

92% 
Overall Engagement Score 

Ranking 
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Deputies to work with managers who did not experience engagement survey results at the expected 
levels, and to build action plans to enhance leadership skills development.  

AGENCY RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES 

Risk and Impact 

Recruitment and retention are top priorities for the SCDOR.  The risk of losing more workers and the 
risk of not having success in hiring new workers is a significant threat to the collection of tax revenues 
for the State’s General Fund.  If the SCDOR fails to fulfill its mission and goals, then the State’s General 
Fund will dramatically decrease.  

Mitigation Strategies 

SCDOR continued recruitment efforts and implemented new avenues for finding candidates to fill 
critical positions from front-line to leadership vacancies.  Confined by state hiring ranges for job 
classifications, SCDOR has struggled to make competitive offers to candidates.  The state classification 
and compensation system has a limited number of class bands, which have caps that the state has not 
annually increased to align with the consumer price index (CPI).  In FY 23 and FY24, SCDOR is 
partnering with the Division of Human Resources to complete and implement a compensation study 
for positions in which the agency experiences the most turnover.  SCDOR is hopeful the new 
compensation rates will have a positive impact on recruitment and retention. 
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First Name Last Name Phone

Karen Wicker 803-898-5691

First Name Last Name Phone

Matthew Norman 803-898-8130

Adopted in: 2017

Adopted in: 2017

Start End Other Impacts

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Agency Vision

Agency Mission

Agency intentions for other major reorganization to divisions, departments, or programs to allow the agency to operate more 
effectively and efficiently in the succeeding fiscal year:
None

Description of Event

Significant events related to the agency that occurred in FY2023

None
Recommendations for reorganization requiring legislative change:

Our mission is to administer the revenue and regulatory laws of the State with integrity, effectiveness, and fairness to all taxpayers, while maintaining the highest 
security and the protection of taxpayer information.

Agency Measures Impacted

(End of Reorganization and Compliance Section)

Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 2-1-220, which requires submission of certain 
reports to the Legislative Services Agency for publication online and the State Library? (See also S.C. 
Code Ann. § 60-2-20).

Is the agency in compliance with various requirements to transfer its records, including electronic ones, 
to the Department of Archives and History?  See the Public Records Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 20-1-10 
through 20-1-180) and the South Carolina Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 26-6-
10 through 26-10-210).

Reason agency is out of compliance: (if 
applicable)

Law number(s) which gives the agency the 
authority to promulgate regulations:

Has the agency promulgated any regulations?
Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 1-23-120 (J), which requires an agency to conduct a 
formal review of its regulations every five years?

Various sections within Title 12

Does the law allow the agency to promulgate regulations?

Our vision is to be an innovative and trustworthy service partner for all stakeholders.

No significant events affected performance 
measures.

Role/Title

Chief Financial Officer

Business Consultant karen.wicker@dor.sc.gov

Email Address

gregory.norman@dor.sc.gov

2023 Reorganization and Compliance
as submitted for the Accountability Report by:

Role/Title

R440 - Department of RevenuePrimary Contact
Email Address

Secondary Contact
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Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Goal 4

Perf.
Measure 
Number Description Base Target Actual Value Type

Desired 
Outcome Time Applicable Calculation Method Data Source Data Location Stakeholder Need Satisfied Primary Stakeholder

State Funded Program Number 
Responsible Notes

1.1

1.1.1 31 35 46 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Number of public and 
informal/private advisory 
opinions issued to include 
Revenue Rulings, Revenue 
Procedures, Private Letter 
Rulings and Information 
Letters

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Policy Educate and empower 
taxpayers

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3000.150000.000

1.1.2 96% 96% 96% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total dollar amount of revenue 
collected compared to total 
dollar amount of tax returns 
filed

SCEIS Business 
Objects Report 
(General Fund)

Administrative 
Services - Tax 

Revenue

Services provided through 
programs funded with state 

tax dollars

SC Citizens who benefit from 
tax dollars collected

3000.150000.000;
3001.100000.000

1.2

1.2.1 91% 91% 93% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of returns, 
licenses, applications filed 
electronically compared to total 
number filed

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a simple compliance 
process

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3001.100000.000

1.2.2 91% 91% 94% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of returns, 
licenses, applications paid 
electronically compared to total 
number paid

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a simple compliance 
process

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3001.100000.000

1.3

1.3.1             1,923             2,000             1,903 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of audits 
performed in current fiscal 
year.

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Field Operations
- Audit

Collect outstanding tax 
liabilities

SC Citizens who benefit from 
tax dollars collected

3001.100000.000 See Discussion and Analysis

1.3.2 89% 75% 62% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total dollar amount of 
SCDOR's cleared receivables 
through payments, write-offs, 
return adjustments or 
uncollectable debt compared to 
the total dollar amount of high 
balance debt

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Collect outstanding tax 
liabilities

SC Citizens who benefit from 
tax dollars collected

3001.100000.000 See Discussion and Analysis

2.1

2.1.1 68% 73% 73% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of simulated 
phishing emails reported by 
employees compared to total 
number of simulated phishing 
emails sent to employees

SCDOR Cyber 
Security

Security & 
Technology Services

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000;
3001.050000.000

Ensure workforce security through training and skill development State Objective:  Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security

Achieve a 5% increase in simulated 
phishing emails reported to the SCDOR 
Security Office by SCDOR employees 
during agency simulated phishing 
campaigns

FY2023
 Strategic Plan Results

as submitted for the  Accountability Report by:

R440 - Department of Revenue

Increase tax and regulatory compliance

Ensure a secure environment

Provide a customer-centric experience

Engage and empower employees

Government and Citizens

Government and Citizens

Government and Citizens

Educate taxpayers through clear and consistent tax and regulatory guidance

Provide a simple compliance process for all taxpayers

State Objective:  

State Objective:  

State Objective:  

Number of advisory opinions issued 
based on changes in laws, regulations, 
court decisions, tax administrative 
changes, and/or taxpayer practices

Percent of revenue collected voluntarily 
from taxpayers

Increase number of audits performed

Percent of returns, licenses and 
applications filed electronically

Percent of returns, licenses and 
applications paid electronically

Achieve actionable results of SCDOR's 
assigned high balance debts

Establish initiatives to reduce the number of non-compliant taxpayers
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Perf.
Measure 
Number Description Base Target Actual Value Type

Desired 
Outcome Time Applicable Calculation Method Data Source Data Location Stakeholder Need Satisfied Primary Stakeholder

State Funded Program Number 
Responsible Notes

2.1.2 100% 100% 100% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of SCDOR's 
workforce recertified in 
security training compared to 
total number of SCDOR's 
workforce

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Administrative 
Services - Training

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 3001.050000.000

2.2

2.2.1 0 0 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Severity of findings 
determined through various 
inspections

Various audit and 
assessments reports

Internal Audit Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000

2.2.2 0 0 1 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of letters sent to 
taxpayers

SCDOR
Disclosure Officer

Security & 
Technology Services

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000 See Discussion and Analysis

2.3

2.3.1 0 0 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of data breaches, 
website defacements and 
malicious system outages

SCDOR Cyber 
Security

Security & 
Technology Services

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000;
3001.050000.000

2.3.2 0 0 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of physical facility 
intrusions by unauthorized 
people

SCDOR
Protective Services

Field Operations
- Protective Services

Physical Security of 
Stakeholders and Taxpayer 

Data

SC Taxpayers and SCDOR 
Employees

3001.050000.000;
3001.100000.000

3.1

3.1.1 6 5 10 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Number of process 
improvements implemented to 
enhance the quality of 
customer service

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a customer centric 
experience

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

0100.000000.000;
3001.100000.000

3.1.2         150,000         165,000         419,313 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Number of responses provided 
by Dorwin

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a customer centric 
experience

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

0100.000000.000;
3001.100000.000

3.2

3.2.1 90% 85-100% 91% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Of the number of SC citizens 
reporting contact with 
SCDOR, the number of 
citizens indicating neither, 
somewhat, or very satisfied 
with the overall quality of 
service provided by SCDOR

Winthrop University’s 
Center for Public 
Opinion & Policy 
Research Annual 

Survey

Internal Audit Provide a customer centric 
experience

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

0100.000000.000

3.2.2 50 25 32 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of process 
improvements made as a result 
of analyzing data from new 
SCDOR tracking system

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a customer centric 
experience

SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3001.100000.000

Gather customer feedback and measure customer satisfaction State Objective:  Government and Citizens

Number of process improvements 
implemented as a result of analyzing 
reasons and frequency of customer 
interactions in SCDOR's Call Center and 
Taxpayer Assistance Offices

State Objective:  Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security

Number of taxpayer privacy disclosure 
incidents legally requiring SCDOR to 
notify affected taxpayer

Utilize advanced technology to detect and prevent physical intrusions, data breaches, website defacements, and malicious systems outages State Objective:  Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security

Percent of SCDOR's workforce 
recertified in Information Security and 
Privacy Standards

Maintain a high satisfaction rate with 
the overall quality of service provided to 
customers as reported by an 
independent, third party annual 
assessment

Number of process improvements 
implemented to enhance the quality of 
customer service

Number of customer inquiries responded 
to by our automated "chatbot," Dorwin

Develop and implement process improvements to enhance the quality of customer service State Objective:  Government and Citizens

Number of data breaches, website 
defacements and malicious system 
outages

Number of facility breaches by 
unauthorized people

Number of security related critical 
findings received from governmental and 
external regulatory authorities

Maintain strong governance of security processes to detect and prevent all privacy, cyber, and physical security events
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Perf.
Measure 
Number Description Base Target Actual Value Type

Desired 
Outcome Time Applicable Calculation Method Data Source Data Location Stakeholder Need Satisfied Primary Stakeholder

State Funded Program Number 
Responsible Notes

4.1

4.1.1 15% 14% 14% Percent Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of employees who left 
the agency compared to total 
number of employees at the 
beginning of the reporting 
period

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Administrative 
Services - Human 

Resources

Recruit and retain the right 
people for the right careers

SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000

4.1.2 0% 100% 100% Percent 
complete

Complete State Fiscal Year Percent of project complete by 
fiscal year end

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Administrative 
Services - HR

Recruit and retain the right 
people for the right careers

SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000

4.2

4.2.1 83% 75-100% 86% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Third-party evaluation of 
survey results measuring how 
well SCDOR's workforce 
understands where the 
organization is headed and 
how they contribute to its 
success

Annual SCDOR 
Workforce 

Engagement Survey

Administrative 
Services - Human 

Resources and 
Communications and 
Strategic Solutions

Engage and empower 
employees

SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000;
0100.000000.000

4.2.2 72% 65-100% 77% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Third-party evaluation of 
survey results measuring how 
well SCDOR's culture 
motivates, empowers, 
challenges and respects the 
workforce

Annual SCDOR 
Workforce 

Engagement Survey

Administrative 
Services - Human 

Resources and 
Communications and 
Strategic Solutions

Engage and empower 
employees

SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000;
0100.000000.000

Maintain a high percentage of Strategic 
Alignment from SCDOR's workforce as 
reported through SCDOR's annual 
Workforce Engagement Survey

Maintain a high percentage of Culture of 
Engagement from SCDOR's workforce 
as reported through SCDOR's annual 
Workforce Engagement Survey

Equip employees with essential skills, competencies and resources to succeed in their careers State Objective:  Education, Training, and Human Development

Reduce the percentage of employee 
attrition by 1%

Percent complete to enhance the exit 
interview process

Recruit and retain the right people for the right careers at SCDOR State Objective:  Education, Training, and Human Development
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Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Goal 4

Perf.
Measure Number Description Base Target Value Type

Desired 
Outcome Time Applicable Calculation Method Data Source Data Location Stakeholder Need Satisfied Primary Stakeholder State Funded Program Number Responsible Notes

1.1

1.1.1 46 35 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Number of public and informal/private 
advisory opinions issued to include 
Revenue Rulings, Revenue 
Procedures, Private Letter Rulings and 
Information Letters

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Policy Educate and empower taxpayers SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3000.150000.000

1.1.2 96% 96% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total dollar amount of revenue 
collected compared to total dollar 
amount of tax returns filed

SCEIS Business 
Objects Report 
(General Fund)

Administrative 
Services - Tax 

Revenue

Services provided through programs funded 
with state tax dollars

SC Citizens who benefit from 
tax dollars collected

3000.150000.000;
3001.100000.000

1.2

1.2.1 93% 93% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Number of returns, licenses, 
applications filed electonically 
compared to total number filed

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a simple compliance process SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3001.100000.000

1.2.2 94% 94% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Number of returns, licenses, 
applications paid electronically 
compared to total number paid

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a simple compliance process SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3001.100000.000

1.3

1.3.1              1,903              2,000 Count Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of audits performed in 
current fiscal year

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Field Operations
- Audit

Collect outstanding tax liabilities SC Citizens who benefit from 
tax dollars collected

3001.100000.000

1.3.2 39% 44-49% Acceptable 
Range

Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of successful results 
compared to total number of results

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Collect outstanding tax liabilities SC Citizens who benefit from 
tax dollars collected

3001.100000.000

2.1

2.1.1 73% 70-75% Acceptable 
Range

Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of simulated phishing 
emails reported by the workforce 
compared to total number of simulated 
phishing emails sent to the workforce

SCDOR Cyber 
Security

Security & 
Technology Services

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000;
3001.050000.000

2.1.2 100% 100% Percent Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of SCDOR's workforce 
recertified in security training 
compared to total number of SCDOR's 
workforce

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Administrative 
Services - Training

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 3001.050000.000

2.2 Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security

Percent of SCDOR's workforce 
recertified in Information Security and 
Privacy Standards

Maintain agency standard rate of 
reporting simulated phishing emails to the 
SCDOR Security Office by the SCDOR 
workforce during agency simulated 
phishing campaigns

Maintain strong governance of security processes to detect and prevent all privacy, cyber, and physical security events State Objective:  

Ensure workforce security through training and skill development State Objective:  Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security

Increase the percentage of successful 
outreach results for outstanding tax 
liabilities

Government and Citizens

Increase number of audits performed

Percent of returns, licenses and 
applications paid electronically

Percent of returns, licenses and 
applications filed electronically

Percent of revenue collected voluntarily 
from taxpayers

Establish initiatives to reduce the number of non-compliant taxpayers State Objective:  

Educate taxpayers through clear and consistent tax and regulatory guidance State Objective:  Government and Citizens

Number of advisory opinions issued 
based on changes in laws, regulations, 
court decisions, tax administrative 
changes, and/or taxpayer practices

FY2024
 Strategic Plan Development Increase tax and regulatory compliance

Ensure a secure environment

as submitted for the  Accountability Report by: Provide a customer-centric experience

R440 - Department of Revenue Engage and empower employees

Provide a simple compliance process for all taxpayers State Objective:  Government and Citizens
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Perf.
Measure Number Description Base Target Value Type

Desired 
Outcome Time Applicable Calculation Method Data Source Data Location Stakeholder Need Satisfied Primary Stakeholder State Funded Program Number Responsible Notes

2.2.1 0 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Severity of findings determined 
through various inspections

Various audit and 
assessments reports

Internal Audit Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000

2.2.2 1 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of letters sent to taxpayers SCDOR
Disclosure Officer

Security & 
Technology Services

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000

2.3

2.3.1 0 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of data breaches, website 
defacements and malicious system 
outages

SCDOR Cyber 
Security

Security & 
Technology Services

Security of Taxpayer Data SC Taxpayers 0100.000000.000;
3001.050000.000

2.3.2 0 0 Count Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of physical facility intrusions 
by unauthorized people

SCDOR
Protective Services

Field Operations
- Protective Services

Physical Security of Stakeholders and 
Taxpayer Data

SC Taxpayers and SCDOR 
Workforce

3001.050000.000;
3001.100000.000

3.1

3.1.1 523 400-600 Acceptable 
Range

Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of DORWAY 
enhancements implemented

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a customer centric experience SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

0100.000000.000;
3001.100000.000

3.1.2 111 70-120 Acceptable 
Range

Equal to or 
greater than

State Fiscal Year Total number of MyDORWAY 
enhancements implemented

DORWAY, Tax
Processing System

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a customer centric experience SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

0100.000000.000;
3001.100000.000

3.2

3.2.1 91% 85-100% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Of the number of SC citizens reporting 
contact with SCDOR, the number of 
citizens indicating neither, somewhat, 
or very satisfied with the overall 
quality of service provided by SCDOR

Winthrop University’s 
Center for Public 
Opinion & Policy 
Research Annual 

Survey

Internal Audit Provide a customer centric experience SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

0100.000000.000

3.2.2 95% 90-100% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Average of customer survey responses 
from SCDOR customers having direct 
interaction via phone, in-person visits 
and Dorwin, our digital assistant

DORWAY, Tax 
Processing System and 

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Taxpayer & Business 
Services

Provide a customer centric experience SC Taxpayers and Tax 
Professionals

3001.100000.000

4.1

4.1.1 14% 13% Percent Equal to or 
less than

State Fiscal Year Number of employees who left the 
agency compared to total number of 
employees at the beginning of the 
reporting period

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Administrative 
Services - Human 

Resources

Recruit and retain the right people for the 
right careers

SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000Reduce the rate of employee attrition by 
1%

Recruit and retain the right people for the right careers at SCDOR State Objective:  Education, Training, and Human Development

Maintain a high satisfaction rate with the 
overall quality of service provided to 
customers as reported through SCDOR 
customer surveys

Maintain a high satisfaction rate with the 
overall quality of service provided to 
customers as reported by an independent, 
third party annual assessment

Number of process improvements 
implemented in MyDORWAY (taxpayer 
portal) to enhance the customer-centric 
experience

Government and Citizens

Number of process improvements 
implemented in DORWAY (tax 
processing system) to enhance the quality 
of customer service

Gather customer feedback and measure customer satisfaction State Objective:  Government and Citizens

Develop and implement process improvements to enhance the quality of customer service State Objective:  

Number of facility breaches by 
unauthorized people

Number of data breaches, website 
defacements and malicious system 
outages

Number of taxpayer privacy disclosure 
incidents legally requiring SCDOR to 
notify affected taxpayer

Number of security related critical 
findings received from governmental and 
external regulatory authorities

Utilize advanced technology to detect and prevent physical intrusions, data breaches, website defacements, and malicious systems outages State Objective:  Maintaining Safety, Integrity and Security
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Perf.
Measure Number Description Base Target Value Type

Desired 
Outcome Time Applicable Calculation Method Data Source Data Location Stakeholder Need Satisfied Primary Stakeholder State Funded Program Number Responsible Notes

4.1.2 0% 100% Percent 
complete

Complete State Fiscal Year Percent of project complete by fiscal 
year end

SCDOR Master 
Performance Metric 

Dashboard

Administrative 
Services - HR

Recruit and retain the right people for the 
right careers

SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000

4.2

4.2.1 86% 75-100% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Third-party evaluation of survey 
results measuring how well SCDOR's 
workforce understands where the 
organization is headed and how they 
contribute to its success

Annual SCDOR 
Workforce 

Engagement Survey

Administrative 
Services - Human 

Resources and 
Communications and 
Strategic Solutions

Engage and empower employees SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000;
0100.000000.000

4.2.2 77% 65-100% Acceptable 
Range

Maintain 
range

State Fiscal Year Third-party evaluation of survey 
results measuring how well SCDOR's 
culture motivates, empowers, 
challenges and respects the workforce

Annual SCDOR 
Workforce 

Engagement Survey

Administrative 
Services - Human 

Resources and 
Communications and 
Strategic Solutions

Engage and empower employees SCDOR
Workforce

3001.050000.000;
0100.000000.000

Maintain a high percentage of Culture of 
Engagement from SCDOR's workforce 
as reported through SCDOR's annual 
Workforce Engagement Survey

Education, Training, and Human Development

Maintain a high percentage of Strategic 
Alignment from SCDOR's workforce as 
reported through SCDOR's annual 
Workforce Engagement Survey

Percent complete to streamline and 
enhance the recruitment process

Equip employees with essential skills, competencies and resources to succeed in their careers State Objective:  
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State Funded Program No. State Funded Program Title Description of State Funded Program
 (Actual)
 General 

 (Actual) 
Other 

 (Actual) 
Federal 

 (Actual) 
Total  (Projected) General2 

 (Projected) 
Other 

 (Projected) 
Federal4 

 (Projected) 
Total 

0100.000000.000 Administrative & Program Support Executive, Internal Audit, Security, and 
Communications & Strategic Solutions

 $    2,380,105.00  $    7,297,095.00  $    -   $    9,677,200.00  $    4,500,000.00  $    2,000,000.00  $    -   $    6,500,000.00 

3000.150000.000 Legal,Policy & Legislative Policy  $    973,768.00  $    172,887.00  $    -   $    1,146,655.00  $    1,500,000.00  $    100,000.00  $    -   $    1,600,000.00 

3001.050000.000 Support Services Administrative Services and Technology 
Services

 $    8,902,143.00  $    23,540,359.00  $    -   $    32,442,502.00  $    8,000,000.00  $    25,000,000.00  $    -   $    33,000,000.00 

3001.100000.000 Revenue & Regulatory Field Operations, Taxpayer & Business Services, 
Government Services, Litigation & Appeals and 
General Counsel

 $    25,494,171.00  $    11,537,710.00  $    -   $    37,031,881.00  $    26,000,000.00  $    16,500,000.00  $    -   $    42,500,000.00 

9500.050000.000 State Employer Contributions Employer share of fringe benefits paid on agency 
employee salaries. 

 $    14,919,499.00  $    1,478,777.00  $    -   $    16,398,276.00  $    15,003,283.00  $    1,577,093.00  $    -   $    16,580,376.00 

9824.030000X000 Taxpayer Rebate Rebate to taxpayers per Comprehensive Tax Cut 
Act of 2022

 $    -   $    5,000,000.00  $    -   $    5,000,000.00  $    -   $    -   $    -   $    -  

2023
Budget Data

as submitted for the Accountability Report by:

R440 - Department of Revenue

Budget Data
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Law number Jurisdiction Type Description Purpose the law serves: Notes: Changes made during FY2023
Executive Order No. 2016-16 State Executive Order Cabinet Agencies must report annually funds appropriated to SCDOR through a 

hidden earmark in the previous fiscal year.
Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 2016-22 State Executive Order SCDOR must provide the following:
1. For each Other Fund revenue source, the enabling statute or proviso that 
authorizes its collection. 2. The agency program or activity that is supported by 
funds generated from the revenue source. 3. The statute or proviso that grants 
carry forward authority for funds generated from the revenue source. 4. An 
explanation of how the revenue source is generated to include the entity or 
person(s) assessed the fee, fine, or charge. 5. The actual amount collected in the 
previous fiscal year, the amounts estimated to be collected in the current fiscal 
year, and the amount estimated to be collected in the upcoming fiscal year. 6. 
The actual expenditures paid from funds generated by the revenue source for the 
previous fiscal year. 7. The revenue source's cash balance at the end of the 
previous fiscal year. 8. An explanation of the need to carry a cash balance in 
excess of the actual expenditures for the previous fiscal year.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 2016-7 State Executive Order Cabinet Agencies must develop a three-year strategic plan for information 
technology.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 2016-8 State Executive Order Cabinet Agencies must develop a three-year strategic plan for information 
technology.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

1.39 State FY23-24 Proviso (SDE: Impute Index Value)  For the current fiscal year and for the purposes of 
calculating the index of taxpaying ability the SCDOR shall impute an index value 
for owner-occupied residential property qualifying for the special four percent 
assessment ratio.  The SCDOR shall not include sales ratio data in its calculation 
of the index of taxpaying ability.  

Requires a service Previous proviso number 1.46 Amended Proviso Number Only

47.2 State FY23-24 Proviso SCDOR shall reimburse the Department of Natural Resources the cost of 
collecting the casual sales tax from revenues generated by the casual sales tax.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

41.2 State FY23-24 Proviso (DOA: Guardian Ad Litem Program)     For the current fiscal year, the SCDOR 
is directed to reduce the rate of interest paid on eligible refunds by two 
percentage points.  The revenue resulting from this reduction must be used 
exclusively for operations of the Guardian ad Litem program and be deposited in 
the State Treasury in a separate and distinct fund known as the "South Carolina 
Guardian ad Litem Trust Fund."  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

109.2 State FY23-24 Proviso (SCDOR: Court Order Funds Carry Forward)  Funds awarded to the SCDOR by 
court order shall be retained in a special account and shall be carried forward 
from year to year, and expended as needed to accomplish the purposes and 
conditions of said order if specified, and if not specified, as may be directed by 
the Director of the SCDOR.

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

2023
Legal Data

as submitted for the  Accountability Report by:

R440 - Department of Revenue

Legal Data
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Law number Jurisdiction Type Description Purpose the law serves: Notes: Changes made during FY2023
109.3 State FY23-24 Proviso (SCDOR: Rural Infrastructure Fund Transfer)  Notwithstanding Section 12-10-

85, the SCDOR is authorized to deposit revenues from the Rural Infrastructure 
Fund in excess of twelve million dollars to the Rural Infrastructure Fund under 
the Rural Infrastructure Authority.  Any revenues in excess of seventeen million 
dollars shall be deposited in the Rural Infrastructure Fund under the Department 
of Commerce, Coordinating Council.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

109.4 State FY23-24 Proviso (SCDOR: SCBOS Funds)  SCDOR shall share equally the collection assistance 
fees imposed on overdue tax debt with the South Carolina Business One Stop 
program.  The funds received by the department from this fee shall be used for 
continued administration of the revenue laws in a fair and impartial manner.  Any 
unexpended funds generated by the fee shall be carried forward from the prior 
fiscal year into the current fiscal year and shall also be shared equally between the 
SCDOR and the South Carolina Business One Stop program.

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

109.6 State FY23-24 Proviso (SCDOR: Candidate Tax Return Programs)  (A)  From the funds appropriated in 
this act, the SCDOR must develop a program to process inquiries from a 
candidate for an office of this State or its political subdivisions or any 
gubernatorial appointee concerning whether that candidate or appointee has filed 
annual state income tax returns that he was required to file during the past ten 
years, regardless of the source of income, has paid all income taxes due during 
that time period, and has satisfied all judgments, liens, or other penalties for 
failure to pay income taxes when due.  

(B) Unless a candidate or appointee requests otherwise, the SCDOR must
post the results of all inquiries from candidates or appointees in a prominent place 
on its internet website.  

Requires a service Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

109.7 State FY23-24 Proviso (SCDOR: Fraudulent Tax Return Program)  SCDOR may establish a Fraudulent 
Tax Return Detection Program to prevent payment of fraudulent tax refunds.  To 
implement the program the department may contract with information and 
technology entities to provide the necessary detection capabilities.  SCDOR shall 
pay for the program from the savings realized by implementation.

Requires a service Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

109.8 State FY23-24 Proviso Provisions (SCDOR: Treasury Offset Program) SCDOR is authorized to retain 
up to one hundred forty thousand dollars of mailing and associated administrative 
costs incurred as a result of the State's participation in and the notice 
requirements of the Federal Treasury Offset Program.  Retained expenses shall be 
from tax offset revenue received from the federal government.  Remaining 
revenue shall be deposited in the General Fund.

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

109.9 State FY23-24 Proviso Provisions (SCDOR: Public Safety Events)  SCDOR shall remit Accommodation 
tax funds to Horry County for special purposes upon request

Distribute funding to 
another entity

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

117.109 State FY23-24 Proviso Agencies must develop a three-year strategic plan for information technology. Report our agency 
must/may provide

Previous proviso number 
117.110

Amended Proviso Number Only

117.26 State FY23-24 Proviso Every agency receiving an appropriation in the annual General Appropriations 
Act must report to the Comptroller General on travel expenditures for the 
previous fiscal year.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

Legal Data
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Law number Jurisdiction Type Description Purpose the law serves: Notes: Changes made during FY2023
117.33 State FY23-24 Proviso (GP: Debt Collection Reports)  Each state agency shall provide to the Chairmen 

of the Senate Finance and House of Representatives Ways and Means 
Committees and the Inspector General a report detailing the amount of its 
outstanding debt and all methods it has used to collect that debt.  This report is 
due by the last day of February for the previous calendar year.  For purposes of 
this provision, outstanding debt means a sum remaining due and owed to a state 
agency by a nongovernmental entity for more than sixty calendar days.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

117.70 State FY23-24 Proviso (GP: Fines and Fees Report)  In order to promote accountability and 
transparency, each state agency must provide and release to the public via the 
agency's website, a report of all aggregate amounts of fines and fees that were 
charged and collected by that state agency in the prior fiscal year.  The report 
shall include, but not be limited to:  (1) the code section, regulation, or proviso 
that authorized the fines and fees to be charged, collected, or received; (2) the 
amount of the fine or fee; (3) the amount received by source; (4) the purpose for 
which the funds were expended by the agency; (5) the amount of funds 
transferred to the general fund, if applicable, and the authority by which the 
transfer took place; and (6) the amount of funds transferred to another entity, if 
applicable, and the authority by which the transfer took place, as well as the name 
of the entity to which the funds were transferred.  The report must be posted 
online by September first.  Additionally, the report must be delivered to the 
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and the Chairman of the House Ways 
and Means Committee by September first.  Funds appropriated to and/or 
authorized for use by each state agency shall be used to accomplish this directive.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

117.79 State FY23-24 Proviso (GP: Bank Account Transparency and Accountability)  Each state agency, except 
state institutions of higher learning, which has composite reservoir bank accounts 
or any other accounts containing public funds which are not included in the 
Comptroller General's South Carolina Enterprise Information System shall 
prepare a report for each account disclosing every transaction of the account in 
the prior fiscal year.  The report shall be submitted to the State Fiscal 
Accountability Authority by October first of each fiscal year.  The report shall 
include the name(s) and title(s) of each person authorized to sign checks or make 
withdrawals from each account, the name and title of each person responsible for 
reconciling each account, the beginning and year-end balance of funds in each 
account, and data related to both deposits and expenditures of each account.  
The report shall include, but not be limited to, the date, amount, and source of 
each deposit transaction and the date, name of the payee, the transaction amount, 
and a description of the goods or services purchased for each expenditure 
transaction.  To facilitate review, the State Fiscal Accountability Authority shall 
prescribe a common format for the report which agencies must use.  In order to 
promote accountability and transparency, a link to the report shall be posted on 
the Comptroller General's website as well as the agency's homepage.
     When the State Auditor conducts or contracts for an audit of a state agency, 
accounts of the agency subject to this proviso must be included as part of the 
review.
     If an agency determines that the release of the information required in this 
provision would be detrimental to the state or the agency, the agency may 
petition the State Fiscal Accountability Authority to grant the agency an 
exemption from the reporting requirements for the detrimental portion.  The 
meeting to determine whether an exemption should be granted shall be closed.  
However, the exemption may only be granted upon a majority vote of the State 
Fiscal Accountability Authority in a public meeting.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change
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117.82 State FY23-24 Proviso Provisions (GP: Joint Children's Committee)  For the current fiscal year, SCDOR 

is directed to reduce the rate of interest paid on eligible refunds by one 
percentage point.  Of the revenue resulting from this reduction, $475,000 shall be 
transferred to the Senate for the Joint Citizens and Legislative Committee on 
Children. The remaining revenue resulting from this reduction shall be transferred 
to the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ).  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso 
number;
Dollar amount amended

Amended

118. 10(C) State FY23-24 Proviso Provisions (SR: Tax Deduction for Consumer Protection Services)  
(C) By March fifteenth of each year, SCDOR shall issue a report to the Governor 
and the General Assembly detailing the number of taxpayers claiming the 
deduction allowed by this item in the most recent tax year for which there is an 
accurate figure, and the total monetary value of the deductions claimed pursuant 
to this item in that same year. 

Report our agency 
must/may provide

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

118. 10(D) State FY23-24 Proviso Provisions (SR: Tax Deduction for Consumer Protection Services)  
(D) SCDOR shall prescribe the necessary forms to claim the deduction allowed 
by this section.  SCDOR may require the taxpayer to provide proof of the actual 
costs and the taxpayer’s eligibility.

Requires a service Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

1A.7 State FY23-24 Proviso Provisions (SDE-EIA: Disbursements/Other Entities)  SCDOR shall disburse 
certain funds as directed to certain state agencies and entities on a quarterly basis 
and shall disburse full appropriation of certain funds to the Department of 
Education at the start of the fiscal year.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

Remained effective FY23-24 
Proviso - same proviso number

No Change

117.139 State FY23-24 Proviso SCDOR must submit human resource and other personnel related data to the 
Department of Administration by September 1st of each year. 

Report our agency 
must/may provide

Previous proviso number 
117.143

Amended Proviso Number Only

117.142 State FY23-24 Proviso For the current fiscal year, no law enforcement agency that receives state or local 
funds shall enforce a federal law, regulation, statute, executive order, or 
procedure related to firearms put into effect after January 1, 2021, if any such 
federal action requires the seizure of a firearm, firearm part, or firearm 
component solely because of its classification or type of weapon.

Requires a service Previous proviso number 
117.147

Amended Proviso Number Only

Regulation - 117-1200.3 State Regulation SCDOR must prescribe forms for the reporting of the number of cases of 
alcoholic liquors sold during the preceding month.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1250.1 State Regulation SCDOR must prescribe forms for the reporting by wholesale beer and wine 
dealers of purchases or exchange of their products with other wholesale dealers.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1600.1 State Regulation SCDOR must prescribe forms for reporting of sales of cigarettes.  Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1600.2 (a) State Regulation SCDOR shall develop and order forms for cigarette stamps.  Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1600.2(d) State Regulation SCDOR shall develop forms for purchase of exempt stamps. Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1600.2(d)(2) State Regulation SCDOR shall develop procedures related to tamper-evident features of stamps.  Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1600.3(6) State Regulation SCDOR shall develop forms and processes for authorizing refunds.  Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1600.5(B) State Regulation SCDOR must develop and advise of storage requirements.  SCDOR must 
approve staging areas.  

Requires a service No Change
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Regulation - 117-1720.2(A) State Regulation SCDOR shall annually make a ratio study of all the counties in the State to 

determine level of appraisal as provided in Section 12-43-250.
Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1720.3 State Regulation SCDOR must supply a copy of the final index of taxpaying ability to the 
Department of Education and the auditor of each county on or before February 
first.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1740.1 State Regulation SCDOR directs what information must be contained in a building permit. Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1740.3 State Regulation SCDOR directs what information must be kept by counties in order to value 
property for property tax purposes.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1740.4 State Regulation SCDOR must provide forms to all counties for the purpose of providing 
information for ratio studies. SCDOR must also approve the forms for 
submission of information in an electronic form. 

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-1840.2 (C ) State Regulation SCDOR is responsible for implementing the use value procedures for timberland 
and cropland.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-850.1 State Regulation SCDOR must provide forms for the completion of income tax returns. 
Reproduced or computer prepared forms must conform to the standards issued 
by the forms management section of SCDOR.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-850.2 State Regulation SCDOR must publish standards for the specifications for using non paper 
methods.

Requires a service No Change

Regulation - 117-875 State Regulation SCDOR must determine voluntary contributions to check offs at least annually. Requires a service No Change

Regulation -117.200.2 (I)(2)(c ) State Regulation If a taxpayer converts machine sensible records, including copies of files to a 
standard record format, SCDOR is responsible for developing the format.

Requires a service No Change

12-23-40 State Statute License Taxes on Other Businesses: SCDOR's administrative responsibility of the 
Electric Power Tax and Hospital Tax, SCDOR shall administer and shall collect 
the electric power tax. 

Requires a service No Change

12-10-82 State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund. , SCDOR must create a 
form for a taxpayer to make an election to assign job development credits to a 
designated trustee.

Requires a service No Change

11-11-10 State Statute Public Finance, SCDOR shall furnish information as requested from the 
Executive Budget Office and Fiscal Affairs Office, and shall be present at all 
hearings before the committees having charge of the appropriations in the Senate 
and the House.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-10 State Statute The South Carolina Department of Revenue, Department Organization, SCDOR 
must administer and enforce SC revenue laws, licensing and regulation of 
alcoholic liquors, beer and wine, and assess penalties for violations, and other 
laws specifically assigned. 

Requires a service No Change

6-4-20 State Statute Specifies Accommodations tax distributions. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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11-7-20 State Statute Provides the State with an independent review of  our agency's procedures that 

were agreed to, by management, on the systems, processes and behaviors related 
to financial activity.  

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-6-20 State Statute South Carolina Income Tax: SCDOR's Administration, Annual Adjustment to 
Income Tax Brackets, Tax Credit Administration, Eligibility and Certification 
Procedures. , SCDOR shall administer and enforce the taxes imposed by Chapter 
6. SCDOR shall make and publish rules and regulations necessary to enforce this 
chapter. 

Requires a service No Change

12-21-2450 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. , SCDOR shall 
issue licenses to operate a place of amusement upon receipt of application.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-2742 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax.  SCDOR must 
seize and confiscate any unlicensed equipment and then SCDOR must sell 
equipment at public auction. 

Requires a service No Change

12-21-2744 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. , Owners of 
property seized by SCDOR may file a cash bond within five days of the seizure.  
Within ten days, the equipment owner must bring legal action to have seizure set 
aside; otherwise SCDOR must declare the bond filed forfeited.

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3381 State Statute South Carolina Income Tax: SCDOR's Administration, Annual Adjustment to 
Income Tax Brackets, Tax Credit Administration, Eligibility and Certification 
Procedures. SCDOR must prescribe a form in order to claim the tax credit for 
costs associated with a premarital preparation course.  

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3588 State Statute South Carolina Income Tax: SCDOR's Administration, Annual Adjustment to 
Income Tax Brackets, Tax Credit Administration, Eligibility and Certification 
Procedures. , SCDOR shall determine the proof necessary to meet the 
requirements of the Clean Energy Tax Incentive Credit.  SCDOR must certify the 
qualifying expenditures for the credit.  SCDOR must consult with the 
Department of Commerce, the State Energy Office or any other agency on 
standards for certification

Requires a service No Change
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12-6-3790 State Statute The department shall conduct a comprehensive study of the Exceptional Needs 

Tax Credit program. The study must examine the following:

(a) the allocation of scholarship funds and tax credits among students, including 
the effect of funding limitations on the addition of new participants; the 
demographic and socio-economic data of the participants and their families, 
including the distribution of scholarship funds by income ranges, to be 
determined by the department, of scholarship recipients, and their legal guardians,
as applicable; and the geographical distribution of the participants. In reporting 
the information required by this sub item, the department shall protect and may 
not display any personally identifiable information of scholarship recipients, their 
families or legal guardians, or taxpayers;

(b) the distribution of scholarship funds among all eligible schools; and

(c) any other aspect of the program that the department determines would be 
relevant and useful in making future policy decisions in regard to the program 
and its continued existence or expansion.

(2) The department shall submit a report of its study to the General Assembly no
later than January fifteenth of each year.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-21-4200 State Statute SCDOR shall deposit with the State Treasurer bingo revenue in twelve equal 
amounts into an account called "Division on Aging Senior Citizens Centers 
Permanent Improvement Fund". 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-4210 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. SCDOR shall 
make refunds on all returned bingo paper.  If an organization ceases operation 
SCDOR shall accept returned paper and credit the value of returned paper.  

Requires a service No Change

12-21-4220 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. SCDOR shall set 
the design and requirements of all bingo cards.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-4230 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. SCDOR must set 
all bond amounts for all organizations, promoters, manufacturers and distributors 
of bingo cards.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-4240 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. SCDOR will 
license all organizations, promoters, manufacturers and distributors of bingo 
paper.  SCDOR is required to collect annual license fee of five thousand dollars 
for manufacturers and two thousand dollars for distributors.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-4270 State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax.  Each licensee 
may obtain cards approved by SCDOR by making application and remitting 
sixteen and one-half percent of the total face value of the cards purchased.  Upon 
receipt of tax paid SCDOR shall notify a licensed distributor to release the face 
value of cards requested.  SCDOR is required to set forth procedures to ensure 
cross-checking between manufacturers and distributors and organizations. 

Requires a service No Change
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 12-35-50 State Statute The Simplified Sales and Use Tax Administration Act: SCDOR's required 

representative and agreement.  SCDOR shall enter into the Streamlined Sales and 
Use Tax Agreement.

Requires a service No Change

11-11-155 State Statute Specifies SCDOR distribution of Homestead Exemption to Aid to Subdivisions Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

11-11-156 (5)(b) State Statute SCDOR must reimburse the county treasurer for Homestead Exemption credits 
of each school district in the county.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

11-44-70 (A) State Statute SCDOR shall provide for the manner in which the angel investor application is to 
be submitted and shall review the application and tentatively approve the 
application upon determining that it meets the requirements of this chapter.

Requires a service No Change

11-44-70 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall provide tentative approval of the application by the date provided 
in subsection (C).

Requires a service No Change

11-44-70 (C) State Statute SCDOR shall notify each qualified investor of the tax credits tentatively approved 
and allocated to the qualified investor by January thirty first of the year after the 
application was submitted.  If the credit amounts on applications filed with 
SCDOR exceed the maximum aggregate limit of tax credits, then the tax credit 
must be allocated among the angel investors who filed a timely application on a 
pro rata basis, based upon the amounts otherwise allowed by this chapter.  

Requires a service No Change

11-44-70(D) State Statute SCDOR shall report by March thirty first each year to the House Ways and 
Means Committee, the Senate Finance Committee, and the Governor, by county, 
the number of angel investor tax credit applications SCDOR has received, the 
number of applications approved and the tax credits approved.  The report must 
be available in a conspicuous place on SCDOR's website.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

11-47-20(j) State Statute SCDOR shall ascertain the amount of State excise tax paid on cigarettes sold 
within South Carolina.  

Requires a service No Change

1-1-810 State Statute SCDOR must submit an annual Accountability Report by September 15 of each 
year. The report "must contain the agency's or department's mission, objectives 
to accomplish the mission, and performance measures that show the degree to 
which objectives are being met." Agencies must "identify key program area 
descriptions and expenditures and link these to key financial and performance 
results measures." 

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

11-9-820 (A)(1)(d) State Statute Public Finance, The Director of SCDOR shall serve as an ex officio member with 
no voting rights on the Board of Economic Advisors(BEA), a division of the 
Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office.  

Board, commission, or 
committee on which 
someone from our agency 
must/may serve

No Change

11-9-820 (D) State Statute Public Finance, SCDOR must provide to the Board of Economic Advisors by 
November tenth a report of the amount of tax credits claimed and magnetic tapes 
containing data from all state individual and corporate income tax filings from the 
previous year.  

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

11-9-825 State Statute Public Finance, The BEA must be supplemented by one professional from the 
staff of SCDOR.

Requires a service No Change

12-10-100(B) State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund.  SCDOR may retain a 
portion of the Revitalization Zone/Enterprise Zone fee to defray cost of 
administration.  

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change
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12-10-105 State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 

in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund.  SCDOR may charge an 
annual fee to qualifying businesses that claim the job development tax credit to 
defray administrative cost.   

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

12-10-80(A)(11) State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund. , SCDOR shall audit 
each qualifying business with claims in excess of ten thousand dollars in a 
calendar year at least once every three years to verify proper sources and uses of 
the funds. SCDOR shall impose a penalty for all reports filed after June thirtieth 
or the approved extension date. 

Requires a service No Change

12-10-80(E) State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund. , SCDOR is required to 
remit the appropriate amount of funds to the State Rural Infrastructure Fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-10-85(A) State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund.  Funds received by 
SCDOR for the State Rural Infrastructure Fund must be deposited in the State 
Rural Infrastructure Fund of the Council. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-10-88(B) State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund. SCDOR shall remit the 
redevelopment fees for each calendar quarter for which the Redevelopment 
Authority provides a timely statement with required information.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-10-95(I)(2) State Statute Enterprise Zone Act of 1995. SCDOR's administrative and audit responsibilities 
in coordination with the State Rural Infrastructure Fund. SCDOR must audit any 
business that claimed the job retraining credit every three years solely for the 
purpose of verifying proper sources and uses of the credit. 

Requires a service No Change

12-11. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit the bank tax to the General Fund. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-13. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit the savings and loan association tax to the 
General Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-20. State Statute Corporate License Fees, SCDOR's Corporate Infrastructure Credit report due to 
the General Assembly. SCDOR shall collect and remit the corporate license fee 
to the General Fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-20-105 (H) State Statute Corporate License Fees, SCDOR's Corporate Infrastructure Credit report due to 
the General Assembly. SCDOR shall report to Senate Finance, House Ways and 
Means and Department of Commerce the history of the license tax credit 
pursuant to this section.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-21. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit the admission fee, the beer and wine wholesalers 
excise tax, bingo tax, coin operated device tax and tobacco tax to the General 
Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-1050 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe forms for the collection of the beer and wine license tax. Requires a service No Change

12-21-1060 State Statute SCDOR shall allow a discount of two percent to the wholesaler on the amount of 
tax reported monthly on timely filed returns.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-1120 State Statute Beer and wine taxes and license fees provided by this article must be paid to and 
collected by SCDOR and deposited to the general fund of this state.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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12-21-1130 State Statute SCDOR shall transfer to the special school account from any unallocated funds 

on the last day of the month the State's portion from the sale of beer or wine.
Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-2420(16)(b) State Statute Revenue derived from fishing piers from admissions tax along the coast must be 
allocated for use by the Commercial Fisheries Division of the Department of 
Natural Resources.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-2720 (E ) State Statute SCDOR shall collect increased fees on Class 2 coin-operated machines for 
purposes of funding South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED) 
operations, and these funds are sent to SLED to offset the cost of video gaming 
enforcement.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-3940 (A) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe application forms for a bingo license. Requires a service No Change

12-21-3940(A)(1) State Statute SCDOR will make the determination if an organization is qualified to hold a 
bingo license. 

Requires a service No Change

12-21-3950(B) State Statute SCDOR has forty-five days to approve or reject a bingo application based on the 
requirements.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-4000 (12)(b) State Statute Excess proceeds tax must be remitted to SCDOR.  If promoter or organization 
fail to remit, SCDOR shall suspend both licenses.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-4190 (C) State Statute Revenue derived from Class F licenses shall be distributed pursuant to Section 12-
21-4200.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-4190(A) State Statute SCDOR shall charge and retain ten cents for each dollar of face value of each 
bingo card sold for AA,B,D and E licenses and four cents for each dollar of face 
value of each bingo card for a C license. SCDOR shall charge and retain five 
cents for each dollar of face value for an F license.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-4190(B)(1) State Statute SCDOR must make the revenue distribution back to the charity for which the 
bingo cards were purchased.  This distribution must be made by the last day of 
the next month following the month the revenue was collected.  These amounts 
must be reduced by any delinquent debts as defined in the Setoff Debt Collection 
Act.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-4200 (1) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit with the State Treasurer bingo revenue to be credited to 
the account of the Division on Aging. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-4200 (2) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit with the State Treasurer bingo revenue to be credited to 
the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-4200 (3) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit with the State Treasurer bingo revenue to the general fund 
and to the Commission on Minority Affairs.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-625(B)(1) State Statute Five million dollars of the revenue generated from the cigarette surtax shall be 
directed to the Medical University of South Carolina Hollings Cancer Center.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-625(B)(2) State Statute Five million dollars of the revenue generated shall be directed to the Smoking 
Prevention and Cessation Trust Fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-625(B)(3) State Statute Remaining revenue shall be deposited in the South Carolina Medical Reserve 
Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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12-21-6530(A) State Statute If a facility qualifies under this article, one-fourth of the admissions tax generated 

by that facility must be paid by SCDOR to the county or municipality in which 
the facility is located.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-6540(A) State Statute If a facility qualifies under this article, one-fourth of the admissions tax generated 
by that facility must be paid by SCDOR to the special tourism infrastructure 
development fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-21-6550(B) State Statute SCDOR shall notify the county or municipality in writing if a certification 
application is approved.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-670 State Statute SCDOR shall issue a license for sale of tobacco products upon receipt of 
application and SCDOR shall produce forms for this purpose.

Requires a service No Change

12-21-735 (E ) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe, prepare and furnish stamps for the payment of the 
cigarette tax.  SCDOR shall also cause to be prepared stamps that indicate that a 
package of cigarettes is exempt.  

Requires a service No Change

12-21-735 (E )(2) State Statute SCDOR shall designate the type of stamps to be applied. Requires a service No Change

12-21-735 (E )(6) State Statute SCDOR determines the amount of credit to be allowed for the purchase of a 
stamping machine and equipment.  

Requires a service No Change

12-21-735 (H)(2) State Statute Stamp and Business License Tax: SCDOR 's administrative responsibilities for 
the Tobacco Stamp Tax, Bingo Licensing and Admissions Tax. SCDOR shall 
provide a method of purchasing stamps.  

Requires a service No Change

12-21-735(J) State Statute SCDOR must report by March fifteenth of each year to Senate Finance and 
House Ways and Means the costs associated with the operation of the cigarette 
tax stamp program. 

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-23-810 (C) State Statute SCDOR must notify hospitals as to the amount of hospital tax due based on 
calculations from the Department of Health and Human Services.

Requires a service No Change

12-23-815 State Statute SCDOR shall issue assessments for the tax based on information provided by the 
Department of Health and Environmental Control and the Office of Research and 
Statistics of the Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office. 

Requires a service No Change

12-23-820 State Statute SCDOR shall administer and enforce provisions of this article. The hospital tax 
levied pursuant to this article must be collected in accordance with the provisions 
of Chapter 54 of Title 12.

Requires a service No Change

12-23-840 State Statute Revenues derived from the Hospital Tax must be deposited in the Medicaid 
Expansion Fund created by Section 44-6-155.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-24. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit the documentary tax to the General Fund. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-24-90(B)(1) State Statute Allocates to the Heritage Land Trust Fund a portion of the state portion of the 
Deed Recording Fee collected.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-24-90(B)(2) State Statute Allocates  to the State Housing Authority a portion of the state portion of the 
Deed Recording Fee collected.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-24-95. State Statute Twenty-five cents of the one dollar thirty-cent state deed recording fee must be 
credited to the South Carolina Conservation Bank Trust Fund.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-2-5. State Statute Taxation SCDOR is governed by an Agency Director who is appointed by the 
Governor.  There are no service limits for an Agency Director.  The Agency 
Director may be removed by the Governor as provided in 1-3-240(B). 

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-28-1400 State Statute SCDOR must provide the manner in which information related to motor fuel user 
fees should be submitted and must use all of the information reported to track 
petroleum products.

Requires a service No Change
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12-28-1730(F) State Statute SCDOR shall impose a civil penalty in the amount of one thousand dollars or ten 

dollars for each gallon of dyed fuel used to operate a vehicle on the highways of 
this state. 

Requires a service No Change

12-28-1730(F) State Statute SCDOR shall remit the collected civil penalty for each gallon of dyed fuel used to 
operate a vehicle on the highways of this state to the South Carolina Department 
of Transportation. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-28-2355(C ) State Statute Petroleum Inspection Fees as described in SC Code Sec. 12-28-2355 (A) are 
collected by SCDOR and remitted to the State Non-Federal Aid Highway Fund 
at Department of Transportation.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-28-2740 (A)(3) State Statute SCDOR shall collect information regarding the number of gallons of gasoline 
sold in each county for use in making allocations of donor funds.  SCDOR shall 
submit the percentage of the total represented by each county to the Department 
of Transportation.

Requires a service No Change

12-28-2915(A) State Statute Twenty million dollars of the electric power tax must be deposited into the 
account for economic development as provided in Section 12-28-2910.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-28-2915(B) State Statute All revenues in excess of twenty million dollars of the electric power tax shall be 
credited to the Department of Transportation. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-28-310 (D) State Statute SCDOR shall permanently increase the amount of the motor fuel user fee by two 
cents, for a total of twelve cents starting on July 1, 2017 and each July 1st 
thereafter until after July 1, 2022.  

Requires a service No Change

12-28-970 (A) State Statute SCDOR must establish procedures regarding backup user fees related to motor 
fuel.

Requires a service No Change

12-28-995 State Statute SCDOR shall establish conditions for payment of tax on motor fuel removed 
from a bulk plant and imported by a tank wagon and delivered to a South 
Carolina destination less than twenty five miles from the border of this state.

Requires a service No Change

12-33. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit alcoholic liquor tax to the General Fund. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-33-245(B) State Statute SCDOR must deposit eleven percent of the revenue generated from the liquor by 
the drink excise tax with the State Treasurer to be deposited into a separate fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-33-480 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe a form for the payment of taxes and must also assess and 
collect tax from licensed alcohol wholesalers in same manner as other taxes.

Requires a service No Change

12-35-40 State Statute SCDOR must provide representative to Streamlined Sales Tax Committee. Board, commission, or 
committee on which 
someone from our agency 
must/may serve

No Change

12-36. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit the sales tax and retailer license fee to the 
General Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-36-1320 State Statute Requires SCDOR to determine the useful life of transient construction property 
in order for use tax on transient construction property to be calculated.

Requires a service No Change
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12-36-2110(A)(4) State Statute Revenue resulting from the increase in the maximum sales tax must be credited to 

the Infrastructure Maintenance Trust Fund
Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-36-2120 (78) State Statute SCDOR shall issue an appropriate exemption certificate to an organization which 
researches and tests natural hazards per the statute.

Requires a service No Change

12-36-2120(57) State Statute SCDOR shall publish a yearly list of articles which qualify for the August sales 
tax holiday.

Requires a service No Change

12-36-2120(65)(d) State Statute SCDOR shall issue an exemption certificate to the qualifying taxpayer for a sales 
tax exemption for computer equipment for a technology intensive facility.  

Requires a service No Change

12-36-2620 State Statute Allocates proceeds of sales tax imposed by statutes.  Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-36-2630 State Statute Specifies Accommodations tax distributions. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-36-2630(3) State Statute The proceeds of the 2% local accommodations tax, less SCDOR's actual 
incremental increase in the cost of administration, must be remitted quarterly to 
the municipality or the county in which it is collected. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-36-2660 State Statute SCDOR shall administer and enforce the provisions of Chapter 36, Title 12. Requires a service No Change

12-36-2680 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe an exemption certificate for persons making exempt 
agricultural purchases.

Requires a service No Change

12-36-510(B)(3) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe a form for payment of accommodations tax. Requires a service No Change

12-36-540 State Statute SCDOR shall issue a separate license for each retail sales location. Requires a service No Change

12-37. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit aircraft property tax and private car lines tax to 
the General Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-37-1610 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe a form for property filings of railroads. Requires a service No Change

12-37-1680 State Statute SCDOR shall proceed to ascertain value of railroads when railroad companies 
refuse to file.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-2000 State Statute SCDOR shall examine statements filed by telegraph and telephone companies. Requires a service No Change

12-37-2120 State Statute SCDOR prescribes form on which carlines pay property taxes. Requires a service No Change

12-37-2130 State Statute SCDOR shall annually assess the valuation of all private cars of each private car 
company.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-2140 State Statute SCDOR must determine valuation of carlines. Requires a service No Change

12-37-2150 State Statute SCDOR shall levy against carlines and determine average levy for all purposes in 
state.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-2430 State Statute SCDOR shall annually assess, adjust, equalize and apportion the valuation of all 
aircraft in this State.

Requires a service No Change
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12-37-2450 State Statute SCDOR shall annually levy tax against the value of aircraft so determined and 

collect the tax.
Requires a service No Change

12-37-250(A)(4) State Statute SCDOR must approve forms for the homestead exemption. SCDOR shall direct 
the auditor to notify municipalities of all applications for the homestead 
exemption within the municipality and the information necessary to calculate the 
amount of the exemption.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-250(F) State Statute SCDOR shall reimburse from funds appropriated for homestead reimbursement 
the state agency of Vocational Rehabilitation for the actual expenses incurred in 
making decisions related to disability.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-37-250(G) State Statute SCDOR shall develop advisory opinions as may be necessary to carry out the 
homestead exemption provisions.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-255(C) State Statute SCDOR must withhold from the next disbursement of state funds to a county or 
municipality the amount of tax and penalties related to improperly granted 
homestead exemptions.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-266(A) State Statute SCDOR must approve forms used by a trustee who holds legal title to a dwelling 
in order to apply for a homestead exemption.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-266(B) State Statute SCDOR shall reimburse the taxing entity for the taxes not collected by reason of 
the homestead exemption.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-2680 State Statute SCDOR must provide motor vehicle guides to counties. Starting in 2020, the 
SCDOR must determine appropriate adjustments for high mileage including for 
motorcycles in vehicle valuation guide.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-270(A) State Statute SCDOR from the Trust Fund for Tax Relief shall annually pay to the county or 
municipality in which a dwelling is located a sum equal to the taxes not collected 
because of the homestead exemption. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-37-270(B) State Statute SCDOR shall purchase and distribute the applications for the homestead 
exemption and the costs must be paid from the trust fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-37-280(A) State Statute SCDOR must make reimbursements to local governments for the homestead 
exemption on an annual basis.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-37-3150(A)(8) State Statute SCDOR shall provide the form used to notify the tax assessor after a conveyance 
of an ownership interest that constitutes an assessable transfer of interest.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-3160(A) State Statute SCDOR shall examine the substance rather than merely the form of the transfer in 
determining whether an assessable transfer of interest has occurred.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-3160(B) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the certificate that is contained with the property tax 
notice which certifies the details of the ownership of property. 

Requires a service No Change

12-37-450(A) State Statute SCDOR shall make reimbursements for the inventory exemption to counties and 
municipalities in four equal payments. Counties and municipalities must be 
reimbursed for the inventory exemption based on the 1987 tax year millage and 
1987 tax year assessed values for inventories. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-37-735 (B) State Statute SCDOR must design a form in which a transferor assumes personal liability for 
his share of the taxes when property is transferred.

Requires a service No Change
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12-37-970 State Statute SCDOR determines assessment of merchants' property and other business 

personal property and must supply these assessments to the counties.
Requires a service No Change

12-39-15(A) State Statute SCDOR must establish the content, cost and dates of continuing education 
courses that county auditors must complete. 

Requires a service No Change

12-39-150 State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the manner in which county auditors must list in a book 
all taxable property in the county and the value of it as equalized.

Requires a service No Change

12-39-180 State Statute SCDOR must provide statements of the rates and sums to be levied for the 
current year to be used by county auditors. SCDOR shall prescribe the manner 
and form by which county auditors must list the property for taxation. SCDOR 
or the county auditor must place a minimum assessment of at least twenty dollars 
on all personal property that generates a tax bill. 

Requires a service No Change

12-39-350 State Statute When notified by the county auditor of property which is required by law to be 
assessed has been omitted, SCDOR shall appraise and assess the omitted 
personal property.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-310(1) State Statute SCDOR shall hold meetings, as considered necessary. Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-4-310(10) State Statute SCDOR shall make gross receipts or net taxable sales figures reported to 
SCDOR available to municipalities or counties levying a tax based on gross 
receipts or net taxable sales. 

Requires a service No Change

12-4-310(11) State Statute SCDOR shall provide data and assistance to municipalities and counties in which 
Article 8, Chapter 1, Title 6, the Fairness in Lodging Act, is implemented.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-310(2) State Statute SCDOR shall formulate and recommend legislation to enhance uniformity, 
enforcement, and administration of the tax laws, and secure just taxation and 
improvements in the system of taxation.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-310(3) State Statute SCDOR shall consult and confer with the Governor upon the subject of taxation, 
the administration of the laws, and the progress of the work of the department, 
and furnish the Governor reports, assistance, and information he may require.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-310(4) State Statute SCDOR shall prepare and publish, annually, statistics reasonably available with 
respect to the operation of the department, including amounts collected, and 
other facts it considers pertinent and valuable.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-4-310(5) State Statute SCDOR shall make available to the authorities of a political subdivision 
information reported to SCDOR pursuant to the requirements of Chapter 36 of 
this title of businesses licensed under Section 12-36-510 in the requesting 
political subdivision.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-310(6) State Statute SCDOR shall hire all necessary personnel, including officers, agents, deputies, 
experts, and assistants, and assign to them duties and powers as the department 
prescribes.

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-4-310(7) State Statute SCDOR shall require those of its officers, agents, and employees it designates to 
give bond for the honest performance of their duties in the sum and with the 
sureties it determines; and all premiums on the bonds must be paid by the 
department

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-4-310(8) State Statute SCDOR shall pay travel expenses, purchase, or lease all necessary facilities, 
equipment, books, periodicals, and supplies for the performance of its duties

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change
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12-4-310(9) State Statute SCDOR shall exercise and perform other powers and duties as granted to it or 

imposed upon it by law
Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-43-220 (g) State Statute SCDOR must apply an equalization factor to real and personal property owned 
by or leased to transportation companies for hire as mandated by federal 
legislation. 

Requires a service No Change

12-43-224(3) State Statute SCDOR must approve forms  for discounted values which must be applied for 
subdivided lots with the local assessor.

Requires a service No Change

12-43-230 (d)(3) State Statute SCDOR's responsibility to promulgate regulations to ensure equalization which 
must be adhered to by all assessing officials in the State.  SCDOR must approve 
forms to be used for application of special valuation with the assessor for 
homeowners associations.

Requires a service No Change

12-43-230(a) State Statute SCDOR's responsibility to promulgate regulations to ensure equalization which 
must be adhered to by all assessing officials in the State. SCDOR shall provide by 
regulation a more detailed definition of agricultural real property consistent with 
the general definition set forth in this section which will be used by the county 
assessors.

Requires a service No Change

12-43-250 State Statute SCDOR's responsibility to promulgate regulations to ensure equalization which 
must be adhered to by all assessing officials in the State. SCDOR shall make sales 
ratio studies in all counties of the State.

Requires a service No Change

12-43-300 State Statute SCDOR's responsibility to promulgate regulations to ensure equalization which 
must be adhered to by all assessing officials in the State. SCDOR shall prescribe a 
standard reassessment form designed to contain information required in Section 
12-60-2510(A)(1).

Requires a service No Change

12-4-360 State Statute SCDOR shall verify, when requested by the Retirement Systems of the Public 
Employee Benefit Authority, information on individual income tax returns to 
assist the retirement systems in ascertaining if an individual receiving disability 
benefits has gainful employment for which he is receiving compensation.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-375 State Statute SCDOR can retain and expend the first one hundred fifty thousand dollars from 
bankruptcy operations to defray administrative cost

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-4-377 State Statute SCDOR must maintain adequate records accounting for the receipt of funds from 
the sale of confiscated alcoholic beverages. This revenue shall be deposited to the 
General Fund after deducting costs. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-4-380 State Statute SCDOR shall report to the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and the 
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, within thirty days of final 
settlement, the details of all tax liabilities reduced by order of the director.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-4-385 State Statute SCDOR shall notify the appropriate licensing division of the Department of 
Labor, Licensing and Regulation when a change in policy is proposed concerning 
a particular industry group.  

Requires a service No Change

12-4-387 State Statute SCDOR shall use available personnel to conduct audits involving all taxes to help 
promote voluntary compliance and collect revenues for the general fund.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-388 State Statute SCDOR may charge participants in taxpayer education workshops a fee to cover 
direct costs.  

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change
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12-4-390 (A) State Statute SCDOR can collect fees to recover the cost of the production, purchase, 

handling and mailing of documents, publications, records and data sets.  
Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

12-4-390 (C ) State Statute SCDOR is required to pay for annual costs to maintain a legislatively mandated 
requirement (license or professional designation) for employment by SCDOR.

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

12-44-50(A)(1)(c)(i) State Statute SCDOR's administration responsibilities In certain special instances, SCDOR 
must determine the value of property subject to the fee.

Requires a service No Change

12-44-90(H) State Statute SCDOR's administration responsibilities, SCDOR must develop forms and 
procedures for processing fee-in-lieu extension requests.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-510(2) State Statute In order to administer effectively the equitable assessment of property for 
taxation, SCDOR shall make the levy upon the assessed value of property subject 
to tax necessary to raise the annual appropriations made by the General Assembly 
as it relates to private carlines and flight equipment. 

Requires a service No Change

12-45-15(A) State Statute SCDOR's requirement to provide continuing education to County Treasurers and 
SCDOR partnership responsibilities with Counties to collect.  SCDOR must 
establish the content, cost and dates of annual continuing education courses that 
county treasurers must complete.

Requires a service No Change

12-45-17 State Statute SCDOR's requirement to provide continuing education to County Treasurers and 
SCDOR partnership responsibilities with Counties to collect.  SCDOR must 
establish the content, cost and dates of annual continuing education courses that 
county tax collectors must complete.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-520(1) State Statute SCDOR shall call meetings of all county assessors, to provide instruction as to 
the law governing the assessment and taxation of all classes of property.  
SCDOR shall formulate and prescribe rules to govern assessors and county 
boards of tax appeals in the discharge of their duties.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-520(2) State Statute SCDOR shall confer with, advise, and direct assessors and county boards of tax 
appeals as to their duties.  

Requires a service No Change

12-4-520(5) State Statute SCDOR shall require county auditors to place upon the assessment rolls omitted 
property that may have escaped taxation in the current or previous years.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-540(A) State Statute SCDOR has sole responsibility for the appraisal, assessment, and equalization of 
the taxable values of corporate headquarters, corporate office facilities, and 
distribution facilities and of the real and personal property owned by or leased by 
manufacturing, railway, private carline, airline, water, heat, light and power, 
telephone, cable television, sewer, pipeline, and mining businesses in the conduct 
of their business. SCDOR has sole responsibility for the appraisal, assessment, 
and equalization of the taxable values of the personal property of merchants.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-540(D) State Statute SCDOR shall assess all real and personal property, leased or used, to the owner, 
except as otherwise provided.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-550(1) State Statute SCDOR shall require municipal, county, and other public officers to report 
information as to the assessment of property, collection of taxes, receipts from 
licenses and other sources, and information necessary in the work of SCDOR.  

Requires a service No Change
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12-4-550(2) State Statute SCDOR shall require all persons to furnish information concerning their capital, 

bonded or other debts, current assets and liabilities, value of property, earnings, 
operating and other expenses, taxes, and other facts necessary for SCDOR to 
ascertain the value and relative tax burden borne by all kinds of property.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-560 State Statute SCDOR shall prepare appropriate manuals, guides, and other aids for the 
equitable assessment of all properties and prepare suitable forms for an adequate 
listing and description of property by groups and classes.

Requires a service No Change

12-45-70(A) State Statute SCDOR must direct and supervise the manner in which the county treasurer 
should collect taxes as prescribed by law.

Requires a service No Change

12-4-580 State Statute SCDOR charges a fee to governmental entities for collecting outstanding 
liabilities on their behalf.

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

12-4-710 State Statute SCDOR shall determine if any property qualifies for exemption from local 
property taxes under Section 12-37-220, except for the exemption provided by 
12-37-220(A)(9) in accordance with the Constitution and general laws.  This 
determination must be made on an annual basis and the appropriate county 
official advised by SCDOR by June first of each year. 

Requires a service No Change

12-4-730 State Statute SCDOR shall certify a property tax exemption on real and personal property to 
the auditor's office in the county for those approved.

Requires a service No Change

12-53-50 State Statute SCDOR shall remit to the clerk of court of the county the amount of prior liens 
against the property seized and sold. 

Requires a service No Change

12-54-122(G) State Statute SCDOR shall notify all clerks of court and registers of deeds upon the 
implementation of a statewide lien system. 

Requires a service No Change

12-54-25(C)(1) State Statute SCDOR must determine amount of interest on refunds. Requires a service No Change

12-54-250(F)(2) State Statute SCDOR shall include a notice detailing electronic filing requirements for tax 
return preparers filing one hundred or more returns in its form instructions and in 
the forms area of its website.

Requires a service No Change

12-54-265(A) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe a form for financial institutions to submit information on 
debtors for purposes of collecting outstanding debts.

Requires a service No Change

12-55-40 State Statute SCDOR shall notify a taxpayer that a collection assistance fee may be imposed in 
order to impose a collection assistance fee on a tax debt. 

Requires a service No Change

12-55-70 State Statute The collection assistance fee must be credited to a special account within 
SCDOR to be used to fund the South Carolina Business One Stop (SCBOS) 
program within SCDOR. Any excess proceeds above the amount required to 
fund SCBOS must be credited to SCDOR for use in budgeted operations.

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

12-56-60 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall determine if debtor is due a refund and shall set off the delinquent 
debt against the refund.

Requires a service No Change

12-56-80(A) State Statute SCDOR must transmit proceeds and accounting of setoffs to claimant agencies.  Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-58-120 State Statute Provides guidelines where, under certain circumstances,  SCDOR shall release 
any levy issued.

Requires a service No Change

12-58-150 State Statute SCDOR shall provide an administrative appeal procedure for releasing liens. Requires a service No Change
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12-58-160(A) State Statute Requires action from SCDOR upon discovery of a lien that was filed in error. Requires a service No Change

12-58-160(B) State Statute When SCDOR releases a lien erroneously filed, notice must be mailed to the 
taxpayer and a copy of the release forwarded to the major credit reporting 
companies upon taxpayer request.  

Requires a service No Change

12-58-165 State Statute If SCDOR determines that no taxes were due, the recorded lien shall be 
expunged as if it were fully paid and satisfied.

Requires a service No Change

12-58-30 State Statute SCDOR shall establish the position of the taxpayer advocate.  The taxpayer 
advocate is responsible for facilitating resolution of taxpayer's complaints and 
problems. 

Requires a service No Change

12-58-40 State Statute SCDOR shall develop and implement a taxpayer education and information 
program. 

Requires a service No Change

12-58-50 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall annually publish a report of recommendations for improving 
taxpayer compliance and uniform administration.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-58-80 State Statute SCDOR must develop and implement a program to evaluate employee's 
performance with respect to contact with taxpayers.  The program must be 
coordinated with the Taxpayers' Rights Advocate.  

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1310 (C) State Statute SCDOR and the person shall stipulate the facts and issues after a protest is filed 
to attempt to settle a case.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1310 (D)(2) State Statute A Department Determination by SCDOR must be in writing. Requires a service No Change

12-60-1310 (D)(I) State Statute SCDOR shall make a Department Determination using information provided in 
accordance with Section 12-60-30(15)(C )(iii).

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1330 (A)(3) State Statute Regarding a request for contested case hearing after determination by SCDOR, If 
a person fails to file a protest with the department within ninety days of the date 
of the denial or proposed suspension, cancellation, or revocation, the person is in 
default, and the department shall deny, suspend, cancel, or revoke the license or 
permit appropriate.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1330(B) State Statute SCDOR shall issue an amended Department Determination in the same manner 
as the original if the original is remanded to SCDOR by the Administrative Law 
Court.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1340 State Statute If SCDOR determines that public health, safety or welfare requires emergency 
action it shall seek an emergency revocation order from the Administrative Law 
Court. 

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1720 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe rules and procedures it considers appropriate to 
administer property tax protests.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-1730 State Statute SCDOR shall provide protest forms to county assessors for property 
assessments.  The use of these forms is not mandatory.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-2130 State Statute Upon remand of a case from the Administrative Law Court, SCDOR has thirty 
days, or a longer period if ordered by the judge, to consider the new facts. 
SCDOR shall issue its amended Department Determination in the same manner 
as the original. 

Requires a service No Change
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12-60-2140(A) State Statute SCDOR shall notify the county auditor where the property is located to adjust 

the property tax assessment under protest to eighty percent if the appeal is not 
reasonably expected to be resolved by December thirty first. 

Requires a service No Change

12-60-2150 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall notify the counties affected by any claim for refund of property tax. Requires a service No Change

12-60-2150 (D) State Statute The appropriate division of SCDOR shall determine what refund is due and give 
the property taxpayer written notice of its determination.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-2150 (F) State Statute SCDOR shall consider any claim, determine the correct property tax assessment 
and issue any necessary orders. All appeals before SCDOR must be conducted as 
provided in Section 12-60-450 (C ) through (E ).  

Requires a service No Change

12-60-2150 (H) State Statute Upon remand, SCDOR has thirty days, or a longer period ordered by a judge, to 
consider new facts and amend its Department Determination. SCDOR shall issue 
its amended Department Determination in the same manner as the original. 

Requires a service No Change

12-60-410 State Statute SCDOR shall assess all state taxes, interest, additions to taxes, and penalties. 
Also, SCDOR shall furnish a copy of an assessment to the taxpayer upon request.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-420(A) State Statute In a division decision or a proposed assessment SCDOR must explain the basis 
for the division decision or proposed assessment and state the assessment will be 
made or the decision will be final unless the taxpayer protests. 

Requires a service No Change

12-60-420(B) State Statute SCDOR shall make available forms which taxpayers may use to protest a division 
decision or a proposed assessment.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-500 State Statute SCDOR shall issue an order to the State Treasurer to issue a refund if it's 
determined a refund is due. 

Requires a service No Change

12-60-510 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall issue an amended Department Determination in the same manner 
as the original if the original is remanded to SCDOR by the Administrative Law 
Court.

Requires a service No Change

12-60-510(A)(2) State Statute SCDOR must issue an assessment for taxes if a taxpayer fails to file a protest 
with SCDOR within ninety days.

Requires a service No Change

12-6-1140(10)(d) State Statute SCDOR must approve forms by which certifications must be filed by members of 
the State Guard and other officers eligible for a tax deduction.

Requires a service No Change

12-62-40(C)(3) State Statute SCDOR shall issue a sales tax exemption certificate once an application for 
motion picture incentives is approved by the Secretary of Commerce.

Requires a service No Change

12-62-50 State Statute Regarding SCDOR's responsibility for issuance of a sales tax exemption once a 
motion picture incentive is approved, SCDOR must remit withholding revenue to 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism upon request.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-62-60(A)(1) State Statute Regarding SCDOR's responsibility for issuance of a sales tax exemption once a 
motion picture incentive is approved, the amount of twenty-six percent of the 
general fund portion of admissions tax must be provided for exclusive use of the 
South Carolina Film Commission.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-6-3360 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall rank and designate the state's counties for purposes of the jobs tax 
credit.

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3360 (I) State Statute Related to the Job Tax Credit, SCDOR shall determine if qualifying net increases 
or decreases have occurred related to jobs.

Requires a service No Change
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12-6-3360 (J) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe certification procedures to ensure taxpayers can claim 

credits in future years even if a particular county's classification is changed. 
Requires a service No Change

12-6-3360 (O) State Statute SCDOR shall report by May first to Senate Finance, Ways and Means and the 
Governor complying with disclosure requirements the net number of new full-
time jobs created in this state by a professional sports team, the average 
compensation and the aggregated residency status.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-6-3367 (D) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe certification procedures to ensure taxpayers may qualify 
for a corporate tax moratorium in future years even if a particular county is 
removed from the list of qualifying counties. 

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3375(B)(2) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the manner in which a taxpayer shall claim a credit for 
increasing its port cargo volume.

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3620( E ) State Statute SCDOR shall consult with the State Energy Office or any other appropriate state 
and federal officials on standards for certification.  SCDOR must notify the 
taxpayer that it qualifies for the biomass resource credit.  

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3622(B) State Statute The fire sprinkler system credit is claimed on a form developed by SCDOR. Requires a service No Change

12-6-3780 (B)(2) State Statute If the preventative maintenance refundable income tax credit claimed in a tax year 
is less than the amounts transferred to  SCDOR, then the excess shall revert back 
from SCDOR to the Department of Transportation.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-6-3780(A)(1) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the manner in which to claim the preventative 
maintenance credit. 

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3790 (D)(2) State Statute SCDOR shall establish an application process to determine the amount of credit 
available to be claimed related to the Exceptional Needs Program. SCDOR shall 
prescribe the form and manner of proof required to obtain the credit related to 
the Exceptional Needs Program. The department also shall develop a method of 
informing taxpayers if the credit limit is met any time during the tax year. 

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3800(F) State Statute The Department shall report by March 31st of each year the number of taxpayers 
claiming the clinical rotations credit, the total amount of credits allowed and the 
number of hours that the recipient taxpayers served as preceptors to Senate 
Finance, Ways and Means and the Governor. The report must distinguish 
between physicians, advanced practice registered nurses and physicians 
assistants.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

12-6-3910 (A) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe forms for estimated taxes. Requires a service No Change

12-6-5060(B) State Statute SCDOR must put a check off list on all individual income tax returns. The 
instructions to the income tax form must contain a description of the purposes for 
which the funds were established and the use of the monies from the income tax 
contributions.

Requires a service No Change

12-6-5060(C) State Statute SCDOR shall determine and report at least annually to the appropriate agency 
administering the fund the amount of voluntary contributions. SCDOR shall 
transfer the appropriate amount to each fund at the earliest possible time. The 
incremental cost of collection must be retained by SCDOR.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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12-6-520 State Statute Annually by December fifteen, SCDOR shall adjust the income tax brackets in 

the same manner as the Internal Revenue Code 1(f), but limited to one-half the 
adjustment of IRC Section 1(f) and limit the adjustment to four percent a year 
and round off to the nearest ten dollars. Inflation adjustments must be made 
cumulatively to the income tax brackets.  

Requires a service No Change

12-6-530 State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit corporate income tax to the General Fund. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-6-5590(E) State Statute SCDOR shall examine the substance and donative intent, rather than merely the 
form, of contributions qualifying as a qualified conservation contribution.

Requires a service No Change

12-8. State Statute SCDOR must collect and remit revenue from withholding tax to the General 
Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

12-8-1530 (A) State Statute SCDOR is required to develop quarterly withholding returns.  Requires a service No Change

12-8-520 (A) State Statute Employers withhold based on tables and rules promulgated by SCDOR. Requires a service No Change

12-8-590 (A) State Statute SCDOR is to prescribe forms and provide for the manner in which withholding is 
to be conducted for distributions to non-resident shareholders of corporations 
and non-resident partners of partnerships.

Requires a service No Change

1-30-95. State Statute SCDOR is governed by an Agency Director who is appointed by the Governor.  
There are no service limits for an Agency Director.  The Agency Director may be 
removed by the Governor as provided in 1-3-240(B).

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

13-1-1710 State Statute The Director of SCDOR shall serve as a member of the Coordinating Council for 
Economic Development.

Board, commission, or 
committee on which 
someone from our agency 
must/may serve

No Change

16-11-340 State Statute SCDOR shall print and distribute to each business establishment in the State that 
has a retail license, a cardboard placard advising of penalties for armed robbery.

Requires a service No Change

16-17-503(A) State Statute SCDOR shall designate an enforcement officer to conduct annual inspections 
related to tobacco products. SCDOR must publish annually and make available to 
the public upon request results of compliance checks resulting in a tobacco 
retailer being prohibited from selling or distributing tobacco products.

Requires a service No Change

23-47-50(F) State Statute SCDOR must provide a form and collect 911 fees and deposit with State 
Treasurer. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

23-51-60 (G) State Statute Law Enforcement and Public Safety Cigarettes seized by law enforcement or the 
State Fire Marshal under the Ignition Propensity Standards must be turned over 
to SCDOR and forfeited to the State.

Requires a service No Change

23-51-70 (B) State Statute SCDOR in the regular course of business may inspect cigarette packages for 
ignition propensity marking. If cigarettes are not marked as required SCDOR 
shall notify the State Fire Marshal. 

Requires a service No Change

27-16-110  (C)(3) State Statute SCDOR shall collect all revenues derived from the special tribal bingo tax. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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27-16-110 (E) State Statute SCDOR has the authority to administer, and regulate all bingo games sponsored 

by the tribe. SCDOR has the authority to suspend or revoke the Tribe's bingo 
license. SCDOR shall notify the Tribe of violations and provide the Tribe with an 
opportunity to correct the violations before its license may be revoked.

Requires a service No Change

27-16-110(B)(2) State Statute SCDOR must regulate Catawba Indian Bingo games and issue Special Catawba 
Bingo license.

Requires a service No Change

27-16-130(D)(4) State Statute If the Tribe chooses to assess a tribal real property tax, SCDOR shall provide 
necessary assistance.

Requires a service No Change

27-16-130(F)(1) State Statute A political subdivision may certify the deficiency of payment of property taxes to 
the State and the State shall levy against other taxable property of the taxpayer in 
the State and remit the proceeds to the appropriate taxing authority. 

Requires a service No Change

27-16-130(H)(3) State Statute SCDOR must administer and collect the tribal sales tax and must separately 
account for the tribal sales tax. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

30-4-30(B) State Statute SCDOR may establish and collect a reasonable fee not to exceed the actual cost 
of the search, retrieval of records resulting from a Freedom of Information 
request.  

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

3-11-400(C)(3)(b)(i) State Statute SCDOR must develop the form and format to report the average daily 
percentage of winnings to losses by gambling vessels. SCDOR must perform an 
annual audit to verify the accuracy of the reports.

Requires a service No Change

3-11-400(C)(3)(b)(iii) State Statute SCDOR must make the information reported from gambling vessels available on 
a quarterly basis to the county or municipality from which the gambling vessel 
originates, the general public, the Governor, President Pro Tempore of the 
Senate and the Speaker of the House.

Requires a service No Change

31-17-340 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe forms necessary to issue mobile home decals. Requires a service No Change

31-17-370 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe forms necessary for moving permits on mobile homes and 
how it should be displayed. 

Requires a service No Change

34-11-70(a) State Statute SCDOR can retain a non-sufficient fund fee for a check, draft, or other written 
order that is not paid by the bank because the maker or drawer did not have 
sufficient funds on deposit.  

Not related to agency 
deliverable

No Change

38-55-570(C) State Statute SCDOR shall report but not adjudicate all cases of suspected false statements to 
the Insurance Fraud Division of the Office of Attorney General.  

Requires a service No Change

40-60-35 (A)(2) State Statute Professions and Occupations Assessors and other staff responsible for the 
assessment of property must receive seven hours of instructions each year. This 
instruction must be received from SCDOR or other providers or courses 
approved by the Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation.   

Requires a service No Change

4-10-350(A) State Statute SCDOR must administer and collect the Capital Project Sales Tax in the same 
manner that other sales and use taxes are collected.

Requires a service No Change

4-10-360 State Statute SCDOR shall deposit with the State Treasurer all collections to be credited to a 
separate account.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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4-10-370 State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to county treasurers 

receiving revenues for the purpose of calculating distributions and estimating 
revenues (Capital Project Sales Tax).

Requires a service No Change

4-10-440 State Statute SCDOR shall remit collections from the Education Capital Improvement tax to 
the State Treasurer.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

4-10-450 State Statute  SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to a school district and 
others receiving tax revenues pursuant to this article for the purpose of 
calculating distributions and estimating revenues. (Education Capital 
Improvement Sales Tax)

Requires a service No Change

4-10-580(A) State Statute Counties, SCDOR must administer and collect local sales tax in the same manner 
that other sales taxes are collected.  

Requires a service No Change

4-10-770 State Statute Counties, SCDOR must administer and collect the local option sales and use tax 
for local property tax credits, if imposed by a county, in the same manner that 
other sales and use taxes are collected.

Requires a service No Change

4-10-90(A) State Statute Counties, SCDOR shall administer and collect the local sales and use tax in the 
manner that statewide sales and use taxes are collected and administered. (Local 
Option Sales Tax)

Requires a service No Change

4-10-90(B) State Statute All revenues collected must be remitted to the State Treasurer to be credited to a 
Local Sales and Use Tax Fund. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

4-10-90(C) State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the governing bodies of 
the counties and municipalities receiving revenues for the purpose of calculating 
distributions and estimating revenues.  The information which may be supplied to 
counties and municipalities includes, but is not limited to, gross receipts, net 
taxable sales, and tax liability by taxpayers.  (Local Option Sales Tax)

Requires a service No Change

4-10-930 State Statute SCDOR shall accept for filing a certified copy of an ordinance or referendum 
results reducing or repealing the Local Option Tourism Development fee. 

Requires a service No Change

4-10-940 State Statute SCDOR can retain a fee for administering the Tourism Development fee. Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

4-10-940 (B) State Statute Counties, SCDOR must administer and collect the Tourism Development Fee in 
the same manner as the Sales and Use Tax.  

Requires a service No Change

4-10-940 (E ) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit collected fees with the State Treasurer Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

4-10-960 State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the municipal treasurers 
receiving revenues for the purpose of calculating distributions and estimating 
revenues.

Requires a service No Change

4-12-30 (O)(8) State Statute SCDOR shall develop applicable forms and procedures for handling and 
processing extension requests.

Requires a service No Change

4-12-30(B)(3) State Statute SCDOR shall designate by December thirty first of each year the counties 
qualifying for the reduced fee-in-lieu threshold requirement. 

Requires a service No Change

4-12-30(D)(2)(a)(i) State Statute SCDOR must determine the value of property subject to the fee-in-lieu of taxes 
in certain special instances.

Requires a service No Change
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4-29-67 (S)(7) State Statute SCDOR shall develop applicable forms and procedures for handling and 

processing fee-in-lieu extension requests.
Requires a service No Change

4-29-67(D)(2)(a)(iii) State Statute SCDOR must determine a fair market value estimate of the value of the property 
using the procedure in the statute and must determine the value of real property 
subject to the fee under certain conditions. In certain special instances.

Requires a service No Change

43-5-120(a) State Statute SCDOR shall provide the Department of Social Services director or his designees 
an abstract of the income tax return requested, or provide information concerning 
any item of income or expense contained in the income tax return or disclosed by 
any investigation of income or return of the applicant or recipient. 

Requires a service No Change

43-5-120(c ) State Statute The applicant or recipient whose income tax records have been requested from 
SCDOR shall be notified by mail that such request has been made at the time of 
the request.

Requires a service No Change

4-37-30 (A)(16) State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the counties receiving 
revenues for the purpose of calculating distributions and estimating revenues.  

Requires a service No Change

4-37-30 (A)(8) State Statute The Local Option Transportation tax levied pursuant to this section must be 
administered and collected by SCDOR in the same manner that other sales and 
use taxes are collected. 

Requires a service No Change

44-56-405 State Statute SCDOR shall collect and enforce payment of surcharges and fees which 
constitute the Dry cleaning Facility Restoration Trust Fund

Requires a service No Change

44-56-420(A) State Statute SCDOR must collect and administer Drycleaning Facility Restoration Trust Fund 
and remit collections to the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control. 

Requires a service No Change

44-56-425 State Statute SCDOR shall issue an updated dry cleaning facility exemption certificate to a 
new owner or operator upon request.  

Requires a service No Change

44-56-430(3) State Statute SCDOR can retain environmental surcharge to defray cost of administration. Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

44-56-435 (A) State Statute SCDOR shall use reasonable efforts to identify and notify owners, operators, and 
property owners of dry cleaning and wholesale supply facilities of the registration 
requirements by certified mail, return receipt requested.  SCDOR shall provide to 
DHEC a copy of each applicant's registration materials within thirty working 
days of the receipt of materials.  

Requires a service No Change

44-56-435 (B) State Statute SCDOR must administer, collect, and enforce the surcharge and fees for 
drycleaning facilities to include an environmental surcharge in the same manner 
as sales and use taxes, except no timely payment discount, or exemptions or 
exclusions are allowed.  

Requires a service No Change

44-56-435 (C) State Statute SCDOR shall retain funds for the costs incurred to collect and enforce the fund. 
The proceeds of the registration fee and surcharges, after deducting the costs 
incurred by SCDOR must be remitted to the State Treasurer and credited to the 
Fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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44-56-435 (F) State Statute SCDOR shall create and update an annual report of all dry cleaning facilities in 

the State. Report must identify those that have a dry cleaning facility exemption 
certificate and must provide the status of the annual certificates of registration for 
those in the fund.  SCDOR shall publicize the report and distribute it as widely as 
practical on October thirtieth of each year to interested parties.

Requires a service No Change

44-56-440 (A)(2)(a) State Statute SCDOR must notify the owner or operator of the dry cleaning facility of a 
registration by the property owner.

Requires a service No Change

44-56-440 (C) State Statute SCDOR must issue a drycleaner's certificate of registration.  Requires a service No Change

44-56-470(D) State Statute SCDOR can retain annual registration and fees for dry-cleaning facilities to 
defray cost of administration 

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

44-56-470(E ) State Statute SCDOR shall review the application for eligibility and request any information 
within ninety days.  SCDOR shall notify the applicant within one hundred eighty 
days the eligibility status.  

Requires a service No Change

44-56-495(D) State Statute SCDOR shall attend meetings of the Dry cleaning Advisory Council to provide 
the council informal assistance as to matters involving the surcharges and fees 
that are imposed by this act and administered and collected by SCDOR.

Requires a service No Change

44-96-120(B) State Statute South Carolina Hazardous Waste Management Act and South Carolina Solid 
Waste Policy and Management Act Allocates proceeds of solid waste disposal 
fees.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

44-96-160(W)(1) State Statute SCDOR shall administer, collect and enforce the motor oil fee in the same 
manner as sales and use taxes.  

Requires a service No Change

44-96-160(W)(2) State Statute SCDOR shall remit fees collected pursuant to this chapter to the Solid Waste 
Management Trust Fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

44-96-160(X) State Statute SCDOR is required to adjust the rate of the fee to reflect a full year's collection 
to produce the amount of revenue required in the fund.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

44-96-160(Y) State Statute SCDOR shall promulgate regulations necessary to implement the South Carolina 
Hazardous Waste Management Act and South Carolina Solid Waste Policy and 
Management Act.

Requires a service No Change

44-96-170(N) State Statute SCDOR shall administer, collect and enforce waste tire disposal fee in the same 
manner as sales and use tax. SCDOR shall remit fees collected to the State 
Treasurer.

Requires a service No Change

44-96-170(O) State Statute SCDOR must provide requirements for verification of refunds on fees for tires.  Requires a service No Change

44-96-180(F) State Statute SCDOR shall administer, collect and enforce lead acid battery fee in the same 
manner as sales and use tax. SCDOR shall remit fees to the State Treasurer. 

Requires a service No Change

44-96-200 (E ) State Statute SCDOR shall administer, collect and enforce white good disposal fee in the same 
manner as sales and use tax. SCDOR shall remit fees to the State Treasurer. 

Requires a service No Change

46-1-160 (B)(1) State Statute SCDOR shall assist the Department of Agriculture in the administration of the 
grant program by providing auditing services, accounting services, and review 
and oversight of all financial aspects of the grant program. 

Requires a service No Change
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46-1-160 (D)(1) State Statute SCDOR shall utilize the provisions of the Setoff Debt Collections Act to collect 

money from a Farm Aid Grant recipient who provided inaccurate information or 
used funds for ineligible expenses. 

Requires a service No Change

48-30-40 State Statute SCDOR deposits proceeds of the assessment on primary forest products to the 
forest renewal fund.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

48-30-50 State Statute SCDOR shall develop administrative procedures to collect the assessment from 
primary forest product processors, deposit funds collected from the assessment 
and audit records to determine compliance. 

Requires a service No Change

48-30-50 State Statute SCDOR shall remit Forest Renewal Tax to the Forestry Commission. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

48-30-50 State Statute SCDOR shall retain a portion of the Forest Renewal Tax for operation cost. Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

48-30-80 State Statute SCDOR shall enforce collection of the primary forest product assessment. Requires a service No Change

48-46-40(D)(1) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit with the State Treasurer payments on low level radioactive 
waste.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

55-5-280(A)(1) State Statute State Aeronautical Regulatory Act Collections from the Aircraft Tax from 
Section 12-37-2410 shall be deposited with the State Treasurer into the State 
Aviation Fund.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

55-5-280(B) State Statute Revenue received from the Aircraft Tax as allowed in Section 12-37-2410 in 
excess of two and one-half million dollars shall be directed to the State Aviation 
Fund.  Any revenue in excess of five million dollars must be credited in equal 
amounts to the general fund and State Aviation Fund.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

56-31-60(B)(1) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit the heavy equipment rental fee to the local jurisdiction 
where the qualified heavy equipment was rented.  

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

58-25-80 State Statute SCDOR is responsible for promulgating regulations for exemptions by nonprofits 
who are regional transportation authorities.

Requires a service No Change

58-3-100 State Statute SCDOR must assess each utility company, railway company, household goods 
carrier and hazardous waste for disposal carrier its proportion of the expenses in 
proportion to its gross income from operation in this State.  Assess the 
companies and collect in the manner provided by law for the collection of taxes 
and remit into the state treasury as other taxes.  

Requires a service No Change

58-4-60 (B) State Statute SCDOR can retain a portion of the assessment amount of a utility company, 
railway company, household good carrier and hazardous waste for disposal 
carrier to defray operation cost. 

Funding agency 
deliverable(s)

No Change

58-4-60(B)(2) State Statute SCDOR must assess each public utility, railway company, household goods 
carrier, and hazardous waste for disposal carrier its proportion of the expenses in 
proportion to its gross income from operation in this State.  SCDOR bills and 
collects this tax for the Public Services Commission and Office of Regulatory 
Staff.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

58-5-480 State Statute SCDOR on or before the first day of July in each year must assess each natural 
gas utility regulated and collect in the manner provided by law. The assessments 
must be deposited in a special fund with the State Treasurer's Office.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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58-9-2535 State Statute SCDOR must collect a dual relay charge from Commercial Mobile Radio Service 

(CMRS) providers and  remit revenue to the Office of Regulatory Staff.   
Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

58-9-2630(D) State Statute SCDOR shall require an annual report of all communications service providers. Requires a service No Change

59-20-20(3) State Statute SCDOR shall exclude an imputed value of impact aid receipts from the Index of 
Taxpaying Ability. The Index must be determined annually from sales ratio data. 
SCDOR shall provide a preliminary Index by December first of each year and a 
final Index by February first to the Department of Education and to each auditor 
of each county. SCDOR shall adjust the Index in the year in which an appeal is 
resolved. The data gathered by SCDOR to determine the Index must be 
preserved as public records in the offices of SCDOR for four years. SCDOR shall 
file a statement stating the methodology employed in making the annual 
determination of the Index. All worksheets, computer printouts, the actual 
calculation, appraisals and all working papers must be preserved as part of the 
public record. SCDOR must use only reported consideration on sales for which 
deeds have been placed on public record. SCDOR shall make appraisals where 
sales data is not available . The value of a fee-in-lieu of taxes shall be computed 
by SCDOR basing the computation on the net fee received and retained by the 
school district. 

Requires a service No Change

59-21-1010 State Statute SCDOR must allocate proceeds of additional sales tax imposed by the Education 
Improvement Act to the State Treasurer. 

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

61-2-100 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall initiate action to revoke any permit or license of an alcohol 
beverage retail location that is issued to any person who is not the owner or 
when the licensed individual or an individual principal is under twenty-one years 
of age. 

Requires a service No Change

61-2-105 State Statute SCDOR shall collect increased application and license fees for alcohol beverage 
retail locations for purposes of funding SLED operations and shall allocate these 
fees to SLED as soon as practicable.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

61-2-136 State Statute SCDOR shall transfer the permit of a currently licensed beer and wine wholesaler 
or currently licensed alcoholic liquor wholesaler upon notice in writing of the 
new location.

Requires a service No Change

61-2-145(C ) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the manner permittees should notify SCDOR of the 
status of the insurance policy.

Requires a service No Change

61-2-160 State Statute SCDOR shall notify an applicant of a license or permit under Title 61 of the 
necessary requirements to comply if SCDOR determines that delinquent taxes, 
penalties, or interest are due.

Requires a service No Change

61-2-185 (B) State Statute SCDOR must promulgate the application process for nonprofit organizations to 
obtain an alcohol beverage license or permit.  SCDOR must deny any application 
that does not contain the information required.  

Requires a service No Change

61-2-20 State Statute SCDOR is vested with the power to administer Title 61. Requires a service No Change

61-2-70 State Statute SCDOR shall issue all licenses, permits and certificates provided for in this Title 
61. 

Requires a service No Change
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61-2-80 State Statute SCDOR is empowered to regulate the operation of all retail locations authorized 

to sell beer, wine or alcoholic liquor.  SCDOR is authorized to establish 
conditions or restrictions on issuing or renewing a license or permit.

Requires a service No Change

61-4-1515(H) State Statute Breweries who have subsequent violations within a three year period must have 
their permit suspended by SCDOR for not less than thirty days.  Revenue 
generated from violation fines must be transferred to State Law Enforcement 
Division (SLED). 

Requires a service Statute remained the same - 
subsection number changed 
from (G) to (H)

No Change

61-4-1515(A)(10) State Statute SCDOR must maintain Brewery Insurance information. Requires a service Statute remained the same - 
subsection number changed 
from (A)(9) to (A)(10)

No Change

61-4-1515(C ) State Statute SCDOR must terminate a brewery permit and license if the brewery operations 
cease.  

Requires a service No Change

61-4-1515(G) State Statute SCDOR must waive newspaper notice and sign posting requirements for 
brewpubs applying for a brewery permit.  

Requires a service Statute remained the same - 
subsection number changed 
from (F) to (G)

No Change

61-4-1920 (B) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe the forms and ID tags for beer kegs provided to retail 
licensees.

Requires a service No Change

61-4-310 (B) State Statute SCDOR in its discretion must issue or reject the application for a certificate of 
registration. 

Requires a service No Change

61-4-310(A) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe forms for a certificate of registration for producers and 
wholesalers of beer and wine.  

Requires a service No Change

61-4-520(7)(a) State Statute SCDOR shall determine which newspapers meet the requirements of a newspaper 
most likely to serve notice to interested citizens in the case of application to sell 
beer or wine.

Requires a service No Change

61-4-525 (C) State Statute SCDOR shall continue to process an application and issue the permit to sell beer 
or wine if a protestant has no desire to attend a hearing.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-100 State Statute SCDOR has the exclusive power to suspend and revoke all alcohol and alcoholic 
beverage licenses.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-120 State Statute SCDOR shall not issue a license to any place of business not meeting the 
proximity requirements to a school, church or playground.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1530(1) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the size and location of the sign prohibiting the 
possession of alcohol by a person under twenty-one.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1530(2) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the size and location of the sign related to the restrictions 
of transporting of alcohol.

Requires a service No Change
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61-6-1530(3) State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the size and location of the sign related to the unlawful 

purchase of alcoholic liquors by one retail dealer from another dealer.
Requires a service No Change

61-6-1610(H) State Statute SCDOR shall suspend the license of an establishment not meeting the Grade A 
level after thirty day notice.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-180(A) State Statute SCDOR must determine which newspapers meet the advertising requirements for 
alcohol and alcoholic beverage license.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1810(A) State Statute SCDOR has exclusive authority in issuing, renewing, suspending or revoking 
alcohol and alcoholic beverage licenses.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1820(4) State Statute SCDOR shall determine which newspapers meet the advertising requirement for 
alcohol and alcoholic beverage license.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1820(8) State Statute SCDOR must not issue an alcohol and alcoholic beverage permanent license until 
interested parties have been given opportunity to be heard.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1825(B) State Statute SCDOR must determine a protestant's (alcohol and alcoholic beverage) intent to 
attend a contested case hearing.  If the protestant intends to attend the hearing, 
SCDOR must not issue the license but must forward the file to the Administrative 
Law Court.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-1825(C) State Statute SCDOR must continue the Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages application process 
if the protestant is not attending the contested case hearing.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-185(B) State Statute SCDOR shall determine a Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages protestant's intent to 
attend a contested case hearing before the Administrative Law Court.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-185(C) State Statute SCDOR shall continue to process the Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages 
application if protestant has no desire to attend contested case hearing.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-190 State Statute SCDOR shall not issue any Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages license until the 
applicant has paid the license tax.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-195 State Statute SCDOR shall not issue or renew a Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages license until 
the applicant certifies that no alcoholic liquors were purchased from a person 
who does not hold a wholesaler's license.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2000 (C ) State Statute SCDOR shall require an Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages applicant to complete 
the law enforcement notification.  The law enforcement notification shall be 
prepared by SCDOR for inclusion in the application.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2000(A) State Statute SCDOR shall charge a nonrefundable fee of thirty-five dollars for temporary 
Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages permits.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2000(B) State Statute SCDOR shall require the Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages applicant to obtain a 
criminal background check within ninety days of an application for a temporary 
permit.  SCDOR shall deny the application if the criminal background check is 
not submitted or obtained more than ninety days prior to the application.

Requires a service No Change
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61-6-2005 State Statute SCDOR shall collect a fee of twenty-five dollars for each Alcohol and Alcoholic 

Beverages temporary one hundred twenty day license. 
Requires a service No Change

61-6-2010 State Statute SCDOR shall charge a nonrefundable filing fee of one hundred dollars for 
processing each Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages temporary permit application 
and a daily permit fee of fifty dollars for each day a temporary permit is 
approved.  SCDOR must also offer the option of an annual fifty-two week 
temporary permit for a nonrefundable fee of three thousand dollars per year.  
SCDOR in its sole discretion shall specify the terms and conditions of the permit.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2010(A) State Statute SCDOR shall deposit Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages fees collected with the 
State Treasurer.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

61-6-2360 State Statute SCDOR shall promulgate regulations to implement the regulation of alcoholic 
liquors.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2610 State Statute SCDOR shall impose a penalty of twenty dollars per container of alcoholic 
liquors in possession of a person, corporation or organization in violation of any 
provision of the Act.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2840 State Statute SCDOR must prescribe the forms for a certificate of registration for the shipment 
of alcoholic liquors by a producer to a point within this state.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2850 State Statute SCDOR must develop forms for a certificate of registration for each brand of 
alcoholic liquors intended to be shipped to a point within this state.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2870 State Statute SCDOR must provide appropriate forms for Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages 
application for a certificate of registration as a producer representative.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2890(A) State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe forms for an Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages license to 
operate as a warehouse.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2900 State Statute SCDOR shall prescribe forms for a food manufacturer or producer representative 
to ship alcoholic liquors.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-2970 State Statute Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages All monies received by SCDOR must be 
deposited with the State Treasurer.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

61-6-4250 State Statute SCDOR shall develop forms for clerks of court to provide the names of persons 
convicted for any violation under Article 13.  SCDOR shall forward to the 
Department of Public Safety a certified copy of the record upon receipt.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-4310 State Statute Alcoholic liquors seized by SCDOR must be sold at public auction. Requires a service No Change

61-6-505(D) State Statute SCDOR shall collect a fee of twenty-five dollars for each temporary Alcohol and 
Alcoholic Beverages license sought.

Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change
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61-6-700 State Statute SCDOR must provide the form and conditions for the licensing of establishments 

using alcoholic beverages in the preparation of food.  A person violating this 
provision must be fined five hundred dollars and other licenses held must be 
revoked.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-720 State Statute SCDOR must establish the form of the application for the special baking food 
manufacturer's license.  SCDOR must revoke this license of any operator 
permitting the consumption of alcoholic liquor as a beverage.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-900 State Statute SCDOR must refund any portion of a Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages license 
not used to a personal representative if the business is not continued after a 
licensee's death.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-910 State Statute SCDOR must refuse to issue any Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages license to an 
applicant not a suitable person, business is not suitable or a sufficient number of 
licenses have already been issued.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-930 State Statute SCDOR must revoke the license of a Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages 
wholesaler if there is a direct or indirect interest in a retail store by the 
wholesaler.

Requires a service No Change

61-6-940 State Statute SCDOR must revoke a retail license to sell alcoholic liquors if the licensee is 
indebted to a wholesaler except for current purchases not past due.

Requires a service No Change

6-1-810 State Statute SCDOR shall share data helpful to both the department and the implementing 
jurisdiction regarding the enforcement of accommodation tax laws (Fairness in 
Lodging Acts).  

Requires a service No Change

6-1-825 State Statute SCDOR shall identify websites containing 'rent by owner' vacation rental 
opportunities and request them to post a statement on the website that the owner 
of South Carolina rental properties is required to be licensed and to collect 
applicable local and state fees and taxes

Requires a service No Change

6-1-85 (A) State Statute SCDOR shall provide assessed values and fair market values of properties 
collected in accordance with 59-20-20 to the Office of Research and Statistics of 
the Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office.

Requires a service No Change

Act No. 106 of 2021 State Statute SCDOR must calculate the millage amount for the consolidation of Clarendon 
County School District 2 and 4 for Property Tax Years 2022 and 2023. SCDOR 
must remit revenue from the Aircraft Tax to the State Aviation Fund.  The first 
one million two hundred fifty thousand dollars must be directed to the General 
Fund of the State. In Fiscal Year 2021-2022, if the revenues from the tax levied 
exceeds one million two hundred fifty thousand dollars, the revenues in excess of 
one million two hundred fifty thousand dollars must be directed to the State 
Aviation Fund. 

Requires a service No Change

Act No. 46 of 2021, 58-27-260 (B)(2)(c) State Statute By September first of each year, the South Carolina Department of Revenue shall 
provide an annual report to the committee that details the prior fiscal year's 
revenue collections, from whatever source derived, designated for the repair, 
maintenance, or improvements to the South Carolina transportation system.

Report our agency 
must/may provide

No Change

Act No. 59 of 2021, 12-2-140 State Statute SCDOR must pay for the investigative reviews of employees and contractors 
having access to federal tax information and establish written policies concerning 
the implementation and use of these investigative reviews. 

Requires a service No Change
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Act No. 60 of 2021, 61-3-748 State Statute SCDOR must administer a manufacturer's satellite certificate to establish satellite 

locations for tasting and sale of wine produced or imported. 
Requires a service No Change

Act No. 60 of 2021, 61-6-1155(B) State Statute The department shall terminate and a micro-distillery or manufacturer shall 
surrender each permit and license issued to the micro-distillery or manufacturer 
when they cease to operate. 

Requires a service No Change

Act No. 60 of 2021, Section 11 State Statute SCDOR must promulgate revised regulations regarding the volume of alcohol 
allowed for certain licensed locations as provided in Act 60 of 2021.

Requires a service No Change

Section 1(F).  Act No. 146 of 2001:  Jasper 
School District Tax

State Statute The tax levied pursuant to this section must be administered and collected by 
SCDOR in the same manner that other sales and use taxes are collected.

Requires a service No Change

Section 1(H).  Act No. 146 of 2001: Jasper 
School District Tax

State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the district for the 
purpose of calculating distributions and estimating revenues.  The information 
which must be supplied to the district upon request includes, but is not limited to, 
gross receipts, net taxable sales, and tax liability by taxpayers. 

Requires a service No Change

Section 5. S. 975 of 2020: Clarendon County 
School Districts 1 and 3

State Statute Millage levy for Clarendon School District for 2021 must be determined and 
calculated by department.  Department must determine any millage needed to 
meet federal or state educational mandates.

Requires a service No Change

Section 6.  Act No. 132 of 2003: Darlington 
School District Tax

State Statute The sales and use tax levied pursuant to this act must be administered and 
collected by SCDOR in the same manner that other sales and use taxes are 
collected.

Requires a service No Change

Section 6.  Act No. 378 of 2004: Lexington 
School District Tax 

State Statute The tax levied pursuant to this act must be administered and collected by 
SCDOR in the same manner that other sales and use taxes are collected.

Requires a service No Change

Section 7.  Act No. 588 of 1994: Cherokee 
School District Tax

State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the school districts 
receiving tax revenues pursuant to this act for the purpose of calculating 
distributions and estimating revenues.  The information which must be supplied 
to Cherokee County School District 1 upon request includes, but is not limited 
to, gross receipts, net taxable sales, and tax liability by taxpayers. 

Requires a service No Change

Section 8.  Act No. 132 of 2003: Darlington 
School District Tax

State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the school districts for 
the purpose of calculating distributions and estimating revenues.  The information 
which must be supplied to the school district upon request, includes, but is not 
limited to, gross receipts, net taxable sales, and tax liability by taxpayers.  

Requires a service No Change

Section 8.  Act No. 355 of 2004: Clarendon 
School District Tax

State Statute SCDOR, the State Department of Education, and the Clarendon County Auditor 
shall furnish data to the State Treasurer, the county treasurer, and to the school 
districts receiving tax revenues pursuant to this act for the purpose of calculating 
distributions and estimating revenue.  The information that must be supplied to 
Clarendon County school districts upon request includes, but is not limited to, 
gross receipts, net taxable sales, and tax liability by taxpayers.

Requires a service No Change
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Section 8.  Act No. 378 of 2004:  Lexington 
School District Tax

State Statute SCDOR shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the school districts 
receiving tax revenues pursuant to this act for the purpose of calculating 
distributions and estimating revenues.  The information which must be supplied 
to each school district upon request, includes, but is not limited to, gross receipts, 
net taxable sales, and tax liability by taxpayers.

Requires a service No Change

Section 9.  Act No. 426 of 2006:  Lee School 
District Tax

State

Statute

SCDOR, the State Department of Education, and the Lee County Auditor shall 
furnish data to the State Treasurer, the county treasurer, and to the governing 
body for the purpose of calculating distributions and estimating revenues.  The 
information that must be supplied to the governing body upon request includes, 
but is not limited to, gross receipts, net taxable sales, and tax liability by 
taxpayers. 

Requires a service No Change

12-6. SCDOR must collect and remit individual income tax to the General Fund. Distribute funding to 
another entity

No Change

61-2-145(B) State SCDOR must require all applications for biennial permits to sell alcohol for on 
premise consumption to include the requirement to maintain a liquor liability 
insurance policy.  

Requires a service No Change

4-10-1030(D) State Statute If the sales and use tax is approved in a referendum, then the Department of 
Revenue must make available to the public, upon request, all information 
regarding the amount of the tax that is collected, expenditures, and any remaining 
funds at the time of the information request to ensure transparency and 
accountability.

Requires a service No Change

4-10-1040(A)(1) State Statute The tax levied pursuant to this article must be administered and collected by the 
Department of Revenue in the same manner that other sales and use taxes are 
collected.

Requires a service No Change

4-10-1050 State Statute  The Department of Revenue shall furnish data to the State Treasurer and to the 
county treasurers receiving revenues for the purpose of calculating distributions 
and estimating revenues.

Requires a service No Change

4-10-1060 State Statute Annually, and only in the month of June, funds collected by the Department of 
Revenue from the county green space sales tax, which are not identified as to the 
governmental unit due the tax, must be transferred by the Department of 
Revenue to the State Treasurer's Office.

Distribute finding to 
another entity

No Change

12-6-510(B)(2) State Statute The Department must phase-in the individual income tax reduction as provided 
and shall continue to adjust the brackets as provided. 

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3710(D)(2) State Statute SCDOR shall consult with the Department of Commerce, Apprenticeship 
Carolina of the South Carolina Technical College System, and any other agency 
or entity necessary to establish a process by which employers are aware of an 
individual's eligibility for the credit allowed by this section.

Requires a service No Change

12-6-3720(D)(2) State Statute SCDOR shall consult with the Department of Commerce, Apprenticeship 
Carolina of the South Carolina Technical College System, and any other agency 
or department necessary to establish a process by which employers are aware of 
an individual's eligibility for the credit allowed by this section.

Requires a service No Change

12-37-220(52)(b) State Statute SCDOR must reimburse and allocate revenue loss resulting from the exemption 
allowed by this item to the political subdivisions of this State, including school 
districts, in the same manner as the Trust Fund for Tax Relief. 

Distribute finding to 
another entity

No Change
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12-37-220(52)(c) State Statute SCDOR shall proportionally reduce the exemption amount so as not to exceed 

the reimbursement cap.
Requires a service No Change

Comprehensive Tax Cut Act of 2022 - 
Section 6(B)

State Statute The fund must be used by the Department of Revenue to provide a one-time 
rebate for individual income taxpayers that filed a return for tax year 2021. If the 
department determines that sufficient funds will exist to increase the maximum 
rebate of seven hundred dollars, the department shall increase the maximum so 
that all returns with a tax liability over the increased maximum receive the same 
rebate.

Requires a service No Change

6-4-12(F) State Statute SCDOR may not disburse any accommodations taxes to local governments for 
purposes of workforce housing unless and until the local government provides 
the housing impact analysis. 

Distribute finding to 
another entity

Added

61-4-1515(A)(5) State Statute SCDOR provides the manner for a brewery to report the amounts, types, and 
brewing locations of beer sampled or sold for on-premises consumption. 

Requires a service Added

61-4-1515(F) State Statute SCDOR provides the manner required for a brewery to report monthly various 
data about the amount and brands of beer on its licensed premises and sells for 
off-premises consumption. 

Requires a service Added

Act No. 92 of 2023 State Statute SCDOR must calculate the millage amount for the consolidation of Barnwell 
County School District based on the 2023 levy of the three present school 
distrcts and the value of a mill in each distrct. 

Requires a service Added

16-17-500(E)(6) State Statute SCDOR must administer the provisions of (E)(3). Requires a service Added

12-36-511 State Statute SCDOR shall proscribe a method for retailers to notify the SCDOR that they sell 
tobacco products. 

Requires a service Added

41-30-510 State Statute SCDOR director or his designee serves on the Coordinating Council for 
Workforce Development. 

Board, commission, or 
committeee on which 
someone from our agency 
must/may serve

Added

109.11 State FY23-24 Proviso SCDOR shall notify any affected county and school district of certain written 
protests.

Requires a service Added

109.17 State FY23-24 Proviso SCDOR shall clarify that any income tax withholding provision that requires 
withholding at the rate of seven percent means withholding at the maximum 
individual income tax rate.

Requires a service Added

117.171 State FY22-23 Proviso SCDOR shall allocate certain admissions tax collections back to the college or 
university so long as the use of the revenue is limited exclusively to supporting 
the college or university's student-athletes through the provision of student aid, 
scholarship, and/or related financial support.

Distribute finding to 
another entity

Added
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Description of Service
Description of Direct 

Customer Customer Name Others Impacted by Service
Division or major organizational unit 

providing the service.
Description of division or major organizational 

unit providing the service.
Primary negative impact if service 
not provided.

Changes made to services 
during FY2023

Summary of changes to 
services

The individual taxpayers of this State rely 
on the Department of Revenue to 
administer taxes and licensing fees.  The 
primary taxes and fees include: individual 
income, fiduciary, property, sales and use 
taxes, as well as deed recording fees. The 
primary services provided in administering 
these taxes and fees include: producing 
formal Department rulings on various laws 
and policies; offering informal advice on 
various laws and policies; providing 
educational events and literature to 
taxpayers; offering various methods and 
options for taxpayers to use to comply 
with and pay taxes, and; registration.

South Carolina Taxpayer 
Demographics: 
Population: Census Estimates 
July 1, 2022: 5,282,634
Age: Census Estimates: Under 
5 years old  5.4%, Under 18 
years old 21.2%, Age 18 – 64  
54.3%, 65 years and older 
19.1%
Gender: Census Estimates: 
Female  51.3%, Male  48.7%

Individual Taxpayers Citizens of the State who receive 
services funded with State Tax 
dollars

All Divisions and Program Areas SCDOR Divisions include:  
Taxpayer & Business Services; Policy;  
Government Services - Local Government, Property, 
Taxpayer Advocate;
Field Operations - Audit, Alcohol Beverage 
Licensing, Enforcement and Protection; Litigation 
and Appeals
Executive; Internal Audit; Office of General Counsel;
Administrative Services; Security & Technology 
Services; and
Communication & Strategic Solutions

Citizens of the State would receive 
reduced services or no services that 
would require funding from State 
Tax dollars

No Change

Business taxpayers rely on the Department 
of Revenue to administer business related 
taxes, licenses, and licensing fees.  The 
primary business taxes and licenses 
include: alcohol beverage licensing 
(ABL), beer & wine, accommodations, 
tobacco, corporate income, motor fuel, 
property, sales and use, withholding, 
indigent hospital, and deed recording. The 
primary services provided in administering 
these taxes and fees include: producing 
formal Department rulings on various laws 
and policies; offering informal advice on 
various laws and policies; providing 
educational events and literature to 
taxpayers; offering various methods and 
options for taxpayers to use to comply 
with and pay taxes, and; registration.

Total Employer 
Establishments: Census 
Estimate, 2021: 116,896
Total Nonemployer 
Establishments: Census 
Estimate, 2019: 380,729
All other Businesses operating 
in South Carolina

Business Taxpayers Citizens of the State who receive 
services funded with State Tax 
dollars

All Divisions and Program Areas SCDOR Divisions include:  
Taxpayer & Business Services; Policy;  
Government Services - Local Government, Property, 
Taxpayer Advocate;
Field Operations - Audit, Alcohol Beverage 
Licensing, Enforcement and Protection; Litigation 
and Appeals
Executive; Internal Audit; Office of General Counsel;
Administrative Services; Security & Technology 
Services; and
Communication & Strategic Solutions

Citizens of the State would receive 
reduced services or no services that 
would require funding from State 
Tax dollars

No Change

Professionals in the tax industry rely on 
the Department of Revenue to provide 
services related to the individual and 
business taxes, licenses, and fees 
administered by the Department. The 
primary services provided to tax 
professionals include: producing formal 
Department rulings on various laws and 
policies; offering informal advice on 
various laws and policies; providing 
educational events and literature, and; 
offering various methods and options for 
taxpayers to use to comply with and pay 
taxes. 

Tax Professionals and Tax 
Software Developers

Tax Professionals Citizens of the State who receive 
services funded with State Tax 
dollars

All Divisions and Program Areas SCDOR Divisions include:  
Taxpayer & Business Services; Policy;  
Government Services - Local Government, Property, 
Taxpayer Advocate;
Field Operations - Audit, Alcohol Beverage 
Licensing, Enforcement and Protection; Litigation 
and Appeals
Executive; Internal Audit; Office of General Counsel;
Administrative Services; Security & Technology 
Services; and
Communication & Strategic Solutions

Citizens of the State would receive 
reduced services or no services that 
would require funding from State 
Tax dollars

No Change

Local Governments of this state rely on the 
Department of Revenue to impose various 
local taxes, primarily including: property, 
local option sales, accommodations, and 
admissions taxes. The primary services 
provided include:  producing formal 
Department rulings on various laws and 
policies; offering informal advice on 
various laws and policies; providing 
educational events and literature, and; 
collecting debts through the GEAR and 
Debt Set-off programs. 

Local Governments of this state 
include 46 counties and 270 
municipalities

Local Governments Citizens of the State who receive 
services funded with State Tax 
dollars

All Divisions and Program Areas SCDOR Divisions include:  
Taxpayer & Business Services; Policy;  
Government Services - Local Government, Property, 
Taxpayer Advocate;
Field Operations - Audit, Alcohol Beverage 
Licensing, Enforcement and Protection; Litigation 
and Appeals
Executive; Internal Audit; Office of General Counsel;
Administrative Services; Security & Technology 
Services; and
Communication & Strategic Solutions

Citizens of the State would receive 
reduced services or no services that 
would require funding from State 
Tax dollars

No Change

Services Data
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Type of Partner Entity Name of Partner Entity Description of Partnership Change to the partnership during the past fiscal year
Federal Government Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB) SCDOR partners with TTB to share and collaborate on important SC and federal alcohol tax compliance 

policies.   
No Change

Private Business Organization Avalara SCDOR partners with Avalara for the processing of Motor Fuel related returns and as an option for ACH Debit 
payments. 

No Change

Private Business Organization Baca, Stein, White and Associates (BSWA) SCDOR partners with BSWA as a Value Added Network (VAN) for the sales tax Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) program.  Taxpayers and vendors transmit files directly to the VAN that, in turn, translate the 
files and forwards the payment and tax return files to DOR and Wells Fargo for processing.

No Change

Federal Government Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) SCDOR partners with ATF to share and collaborate on important SC and federal tobacco tax compliance 
policies.   

No Change

Higher Education Institute Clemson University SCDOR's Taxpayer Education Division partners with Clemson University to design and implement curriculum 
for annual taxpayer workshops/seminars. 

No Change

Private Business Organization Coast Professional Inc SCDOR partners with Coast Professional Inc to increase debt collections through levy source search services. No Change

Federal Government Department of the Treasury, Bureau of the Fiscal Service (BFS) The Bureau of the Fiscal Service is designed to run applications that support the mission of issuing payments, 
making collections providing government-wide accounting services and debt collection.  SCDOR submits debts 
to BFS for collection under the Treasury Offset Program (TOPS). 

No Change

State Government Exceptional SC SCDOR partners with Exceptional SC to exchange data related to tax credits. No Change

Private Business Organization FAST Enterprises SCDOR and Fast Enterprises have partnered to maintain SCDOR's Tax Processing System 
(DORWAY/MyDORWAY), Fast Collection Services and our Fraud Manager Application.

No Change

Non-Governmental Organization Federal Tax Administration (FTA) SCDOR partners with FTA to share important SC tax policies.   No Change

Private Business Organization Informatix SCDOR and Informatix have partnered to gather information from financial institutions relative to collecting 
outstanding debts.

No Change

Federal Government Internal Revenue Service  SCDOR partners with the IRS by exchanging data to effectively administer South Carolina taxes. No Change

Private Business Organization Iron Mountain SCDOR and Iron Mountain have partnered in tax forms processing. No Change

Federal Government Multistate Tax Commission (MTC) SCDOR partners with MTC to promote tax compliance of multistate enterprises. No Change

Professional Organization Municipal Association of South Carolina (MASC) SCDOR partners with MASC to promote education and compliance with tax policies. No Change

Partnerships Data
as submitted for the Accountability Report by:

R440 - Department of Revenue
2023

Partnerships Data
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Type of Partner Entity Name of Partner Entity Description of Partnership Change to the partnership during the past fiscal year
State Government Other US State Departments of Revenue SCDOR partners with other Departments of Revenue around the country to collaborate on tax policies as well 

as joint audit efforts. 
No Change

Private Business Organization Penn Credit Collection Agency SCDOR and Penn Credit have partnered to increase debt collections. No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Association of Assessing Officials (SCAAO) SCDOR partners with SCAAO to offer mandated training and updates to county assessors. No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Association of Auditors, Treasurers and Tax Collectors 
(SCATT)

SCDOR partners with SCATT to offer mandated training and updates to county auditors, treasuers and tax 
collectors.

No Change

Professional Organization South Carolina Association of Counties (SCAC) SCDOR partners with SCAC to promote tax compliance and increase debt collections.  SCDOR provides 
instruction on property taxes as requested.

No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Association of CPAs (SCACPA) SCDOR partners with SCACPA to promote compliance taxpayer compliance. No Change

State Government South Carolina Attorney General (AG) SCDOR's Criminal Investigation Division works jointly with the Attorney General's Office to prosecute criminal 
violations of the State's tax laws. 

No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Bar SCDOR partners with the South Carolina Bar on tax matters. No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Beer Wholesalers Association (SCBWA) SCDOR partners with SCBWA to promote education and compliance for taxpayers. No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Chamber of Commerce and Local Chambers of Commerce SCDOR partners with the Chambers to support a tax-friendly climate for businesses. No Change

State Government South Carolina Commission on Higher Education (CHE) SCDOR partners with CHE to administer the SC Tuition Tax Credit.  No Change

State Government South Carolina Comptroller General (CG) SCDOR conducts daily financial transaction exchange data with the CG to administer, collect and enforce South 
Carolina taxes and fees. 

No Change

State Government South Carolina Coordinating Council for Economic Development 1. SCDOR's Director serves as a member of the Coordinating Council for Economic Development and the 
Chairman of the Coordinating Council for Economic Development Enterprise Committee.

2. SCDOR's Speaker Bureau partners with the Coordinating Council to design and implement training 
curriculum for Enterprise Program Job Development Training Seminars. 

No Change
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Type of Partner Entity Name of Partner Entity Description of Partnership Change to the partnership during the past fiscal year
Local Government South Carolina Counties and Municipalities 1. SCDOR partners with 46 counties and 270 municipalities in South Carolina to allow for open two-way 

communication to ensure the accuracy of all reports and distributions related to admissions tax, 
accommodations tax, gross and net taxable sales information, local option sales tax, capital projects tax, 
education capital improvement tax, school district tax, transportation tax, and tourism development tax. 

2. SCDOR is responsible for administering reimbursement programs: manufacturing depreciation, 
manufacturing valuation, inventories, homestead exemption, and the Tier Program. 

3. SCDOR is responsible for certification of appraisals on manufacturing and utility property to counties.

4. SCDOR is responsible for certification of Business Personal Property assessed values to the counties.

5. SCDOR is responsible for determining if real or personal property qualifies for exemption from local 
property taxes. 

6. SCDOR is responsible for providing counties with the Vehicle Guide required to value personal vehicles. 

7. SCDOR is mandated to provide continuing education to county auditors, treasurers, tax collectors and 
assessors. 

8. SCDOR conducts sales ratio studies in all counties and reviews and approves the County Tax Equalization 
Program. 

No Change

State Government South Carolina Department of Administration SCDOR partners with the South Carolina Department of Administration for the effective administration of state 
regulations and guidelines related to technology, fiscal management, human resources, and disaster recovery 
etc.

No Change

State Government South Carolina Department of Agriculture SCDOR partners with the South Carolina Department of Agriculture to support tax and grant programs for 
South Carolina farmers. 

No Change

Local Government South Carolina Department of Education SCDOR is responsible for the computation for the Index of Taxpaying Ability used in the EFA Funding 
Formula. 

No Change

State Government South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) 1. SCDOR partners with DHEC to administer the South Carolina Dry Cleaner Surcharge.

2. SCDOR partners with DHEC and DHHS to administer the Indigent Healthcare Hospital Tax.

No Change

State Government South Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) SCDOR depends on data provided by the DMV to administer various taxes and compliance programs.  
Specifically, taxpayer residency and age data allows SCDOR to administer Vehicle Property Tax Exemptions 
and other age-related tax discounts.  

No Change

State Government South Carolina Department of Veterans' Affairs SCDOR partners with SCVA to promote fair taxation of veterans. No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Economic Developers Association (SCEDA) SCDOR partners with SCEDA in regards to tax incentives and policies. No Change

State Government South Carolina Education Lottery Commission SCDOR provides compliance certifications to the Education Lottery Commission for all taxpayers who have 
applied for a lottery license. 

No Change

State Government South Carolina Election Commission (SEC) SCDOR partners with SEC by sharing referendum information related to taxes and fees administered by 
SCDOR. 

No Change

Private Business Organization South Carolina Financial Institutions SCDOR partners with South Carolina Financial Institutions to exchange data in order to identify bank accounts 
of taxpayers who owe past due South Carolina state taxes.

No Change

Partnerships Data
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Type of Partner Entity Name of Partner Entity Description of Partnership Change to the partnership during the past fiscal year
State Government South Carolina Forestry Commission SCDOR partners with the Forestry Commission in regards to the Forest Renewal Tax.  No Change

State Government South Carolina General Assembly SCDOR work closely with the General Assembly to promote compliance and simplicity and simplicity in tax 
laws.

No Change

State Government South Carolina Health and Human Services (DHHS) SCDOR partners with DHEC and DHHS to administer the Indigent Healthcare Hospital Tax. No Change

State Government South Carolina Labor, License and Regulation (LLR) 1. SCDOR's Taxpayer Education Division partners with LLR to design and implement curriculum for taxpayer 
workshops and seminars. 

2. SCDOR partners with LLR to provide data for compliance programs. LLR approves the SCDOR course for 
all appraisers.

No Change

State Government South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED) SCDOR partners with SLED to regulate the alcohol beverage industry in South Carolina.  Specifically, SLED is 
responsible for the enforcement of the law while SCDOR is responsible for the licensing and litigation of 
alcohol beverage laws and other regulatory  tax laws. 

No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Manufacturers Alliance (SCMA) SCDOR partners with SCMA to support a tax-friendly climate for manufacturers. No Change

State Government South Carolina Office of Regulatory Staff (ORS) SCDOR partners with ORS by billing and collecting the Public Services Commission Utility Assessment on 
behalf of ORS who is charged with representing the public interest of South Carolina in utility regulation.  

No Change

State Government South Carolina Parks, Recreation and Tourism (PRT) 1. SCDOR and PRT jointly administer the Tourism Infrastructure Admissions Tax Act Incentives which allows
admissions tax to be remitted to counties or municipalities as well as the Infrastructure Fund administered by 
the Coordinating Council for Economic Development. 

2. SCDOR and PRT's Film Commission jointly administer motion picture tax credits and wage payroll and 
expenditure supplier rebates. 

No Change

State Government South Carolina Ports Authority (SCPA) SCDOR partners with SCPA to advise on SC tax incentives. No Change

State Government South Carolina Public Service Commission (PSC) SCDOR partners with PSC by billing and collecting the Public Services Commission Utility Assessment on 
behalf of the Public Service Commission. 

No Change

Professional Association South Carolina Retail Association SCDOR partners with South Carolina retailers in regards to tax issues. No Change

State Government South Carolina Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office (RFA) The SCDOR director represents the Department in an ex-officio capacity at meetings of Revenue and Fiscal 
Affairs (RFA). The RFA is dependent on information provided by SCDOR in formulating budget estimates for 
purposes of developing guidelines for the General Assembly and the Governor to establish the state budget. 
SCDOR provides non-identifying data and reports on tax income, often stratified by income level and county, to 
assist in economic analysis.

No Change

State Government South Carolina Secretary of State (SOS) 1. SCDOR conducts automatic transmission of filings for corporate dissolutions.

2.SCDOR and SOS partner to administer various business related tax credits. 

3. SCDOR's Taxpayer Education Division partners with SOS to design and implement curriculum for taxpayer 
workshops and seminars.

No Change
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Type of Partner Entity Name of Partner Entity Description of Partnership Change to the partnership during the past fiscal year
State Government South Carolina State and Local Courts SCDOR partners with South Carolina Courts to share data and information.   No Change

Higher Education Institute South Carolina Technical Colleges SCDOR partners with the technical colleges to administer the Enterprise Zone Retraining Credit Program. No Change

State Government South Carolina Treasurer SCDOR is responsible for conducting financial transactions with the South Carolina Treasurer's Office.  
SCDOR also furnishes required data for the calculation and distribution of allocations by the Treasurer's Office. 

No Change

Non-Governmental Organization Southeastern Association of Taxing Authorities (SEATA) SCDOR partners with SEATA to achieve fair administration of taxes for southeastern states. No Change

Federal Government US Trade SCDOR partners with US Trade Representatives to advise on South Carolina tax incentives. No Change

Professional Association Wine and Spirits Wholesalers Association (WSWA) SCDOR partners with WSWA to promote education and compliance for taxpayers. No Change

Higher Education Institute Winthrop University Winthrop University conducts an annual customer survey of taxpayers, The South Carolina State Survey.  No Change

Partnerships Data
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Professional Association County Assessors of South Carolina (CASC) SCDOR partners with CASC to offer mandated training and updates to county assessors. Add



Report Name
Law Number 
(if applicable)

Summary of information requested in the 
report

Date of most recent submission DURING 
the past fiscal year Reporting Frequency Type of entity/entities Method to access the report

Direct access hyperlink or agency contact (if 
not provided to LSA for posting online)

Changes to this report 
during the past fiscal year

Explanation why a report wasn't 
submitted

Agency Accountability 
Report

§1-1-810 The report "must contain the agency's or 
department's mission, objectives to accomplish 
the mission, and performance measures that 
show the degree to which objectives are being 
met." Agencies must "identify key program area 
descriptions and expenditures and link these to 
key financial and performance results 
measures." 

September-22 Annually South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Provided to LSA for posting 
online

No Change

Agency Debt Collection 
Report

H. 5150 FY22-23 
Appropriations 
Proviso 117.33

Report the amount of the agency's outstanding 
debt and all methods it has used to collect that 
debt.

February-23 Annually Legislative entity or entities AND 
South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Matthew Norman, 803-898-8130, 
Gregory.Norman@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Angel Investor Tax 
Credit Report

§11-44-70 Detail the number of Angel Investor Tax Credit 
applications approved and the tax credits 
approved. 

March-23 Annually Governor or Lt. Governor AND 
Legislative entity or entities

Available on agency's website https://dor.sc.gov/reports No Change

Annual Report §12-4-310 (4) SCDOR shall prepare and publish, annually, 
statistics reasonably available with respect to 
the operation of the department, including 
amounts collected, and other facts it considers 
pertinent and valuable.

July-23 Annually South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Available on agency’s website https://dor.sc.gov/reports No Change

Bank Account 
Transparency and 
Accountability 

H. 5150 FY22-23 
Appropriations 
Proviso 117.79

Detail transaction information for the prior 
fiscal year for all accounts containing public 
funds which are not included in the Comptroller 
General's South Carolina Enterprise 
information System (SCEIS).

August-22 Annually South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Available on another website https://cg.sc.gov No Change

Cigarette Tax Stamp 
Program Report

§12-21-735 (J) Detail the cost incurred by SCDOR associated 
with the operation of the Cigarette Tax Stamp 
Program.  

March-23 Annually Legislative entity or entities Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Bonnie Swingle, 803-898-5281, 
Bonnie.Swingle@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Consumer Protection 
Services Report

H. 5150 FY22-23 
Appropriations 
Proviso 118.10

This report must detail the number of taxpayers 
claiming the consumer protection deduction 
and the total monetary value. 

March-23 Annually Governor or Lt. Governor AND 
Legislative entity or entities

Provided to LSA for posting 
online

No Change

License Tax 
Infrastructure Credit 
Report

§12-20-105(H) This report must outline the history of the 
Corporate License Tax Infrastructure Credit to 
include the amount of the credit allowed and the 
types of infrastructure provided to eligible 
projects. 

March-23 Annually Legislative entity or entities AND 
South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Bonnie Swingle, 803-898-5281, 
Bonnie.Swingle@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Exceptional Needs Tax 
Credit Study

§12-6-3790 (J) This report must detail allocation of scholarship 
grants and administration of the tax credits. 

January-23 Annually Legislative entity or entities Provided to LSA for posting 
online

No Change

Fines and Fees Report H. 5150 FY22-23 
Appropriations 
Proviso 117.70

This report must detail all aggregate amounts of 
fines and fees that were charged and collected 
by SCDOR in the prior fiscal year. 

September-22 Annually Legislative entity or entities Provided to LSA for posting 
online

No Change

Hidden Earmark Report Executive Order No. 
2016-16

Cabinet Agencies must report annually funds 
appropriated to SCDOR through a hidden 
earmark in the previous fiscal year.

Annually South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Matthew Norman, 803-898-8130, 
Gregory.Norman@dor.sc.gov

No Change The SCDOR had no Hidden 
Earmarks for FY2023.  As a result 
the SCDOR responded to the 
request with an email stating such in 
lieu of completing the report/survey.

IRS Safeguards Review 
Report

IRS Publication 1075 A review of the Agency's compliance with 
Publication 1075, which relates to the 
safeguarding of federal tax information.

April-23 Every Three years Entity within federal government Classified - not available to the 
public

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Caroline Overcash, 803-898-3603, 
Caroline.Overcash@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Reports Data
as submitted for the Accountability Report by:

R440 - Department of Revenue
2023
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Report Name
Law Number 
(if applicable)

Summary of information requested in the 
report

Date of most recent submission DURING 
the past fiscal year Reporting Frequency Type of entity/entities Method to access the report

Direct access hyperlink or agency contact (if 
not provided to LSA for posting online)

Changes to this report 
during the past fiscal year

Explanation why a report wasn't 
submitted

Other Funds Report EXECUTIVE 
ORDER No. 2016-
22

SCDOR must provide the following:
1. For each Other Fund revenue source, the 
enabling statute or proviso that authorizes its 
collection. 2. The agency program or activity 
that is supported by funds generated from the 
revenue source. 3. The statute or proviso that 
grants carry forward authority for funds 
generated from the revenue source. 4. An 
explanation of how the revenue source is 
generated to include the entity or person(s) 
assessed the fee, fine, or charge. 5. The actual 
amount collected in the previous fiscal year, the 
amounts estimated to be collected in the current 
fiscal year, and the amount estimated to be 
collected in the upcoming fiscal year. 6. The 
actual expenditures paid from funds generated 
by the revenue source for the previous fiscal 
year. 7. The revenue source's cash balance at 
the end of the previous fiscal year. 8. An 
explanation of the need to carry a cash balance 
in excess of the actual expenditures for the 
previous fiscal year.

October-22 Annually South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Matthew Norman, 803-898-8130, 
Gregory.Norman@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Three Year Information 
Technology Strategic 
Plan

EXECUTIVE 
ORDER No. 2016-7
H. 5150 FY22-23 
Appropriations 
Proviso 117.105

Cabinet Agencies must develop a three-year 
strategic plan for information technology. 

August-22 Annually South Carolina state agency or 
agencies

Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Security & Technology Services, Dale 
Brown, 803-898-5513, Dale.Brown@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Clinical Rotation Tax 
Credit Report

§12-6-3800(F) This report details the number of taxpayers 
claiming the Preceptor Tax Credit, the amount 
of total credits allowed, and the number of 
hours that the recipient taxpayers served as 
preceptors.

March-23 Annually Governor or Lt. Governor AND 
Legislative entity or entities 

Electronic copy available upon 
request

Please contact:  South Carolina Department of 
Revenue, Bonnie Swingle, 803-898-5281, 
Bonnie.Swingle@dor.sc.gov

No Change

Electrification of 
Transportation Report

§58-27-260(B) This report details the prior fiscal year's 
revenue collections designated for the repair, 
maintenance, or improvements to the state's 
transportation system

September-22 Annually Legislative entity or entities Provided to LSA for posting 
online

No Change
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AGENCY NAME:  South Carolina Department of Revenue 

AGENCY CODE:   R440 SECTION:  109

2023 
Accountability Report 

SUBMISSION FORM 

I have reviewed and approved the data submitted by the agency in the following templates: 
• Data Template

o Reorganization and Compliance
o FY2023 Strategic Plan Results
o FY2024 Strategic Plan Development
o Legal
o Services
o Partnerships
o Report or Review
o Budget

• Discussion Template
• Organizational Template

I have reviewed and approved the financial report summarizing the agency’s budget and actual expenditures, as 
entered by the agency into the South Carolina Enterprise Information System. 

The information submitted is complete and accurate to the extent of my knowledge. 

SIGNATURE ON FILE Signature Received: 
9/14/2023 8:39 AM 

W. Hartley Powell

N/A
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